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Published research suggests that literature should transmit ethnic and societal 

values as well as reassure one’s own confidence and self-respect. This study provides 

a model for examining Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature critically 

from the perspective of identity issues. It examines fifteen award-winning Asian-

American children’s and adolescent titles written by writers of that culture and published 

in the United States from 1999 to 2007, with a focus on Chinese (Taiwanese) American, 

Korean American, and Japanese American books. As published studies indicate, self, 

social, and ethnic identities are significantly intertwined. Hence, a content analysis was 

conducted based on these three major groups of categories. The findings of the study 

demonstrate that even though the selected books cover all three aspects of the identity 

issues to a certain degree, a considerably greater number of depictions of ethnic 

identities are made over those of internal identities and social identities. Moreover, less 

than half of the main characters assume an active role in improving the difficult 

situation. Two major voids regarding the presentation of social identities are successful 

social integration and positive social interactions. Recommendations for teaching, 

writing, illustrating, publishing, and future research are suggested, including publishing 

more Asian-American books which present an optimistic outlook on life, active conflict-

resolving behaviors, and a balance of gender among individuals with whom the main 

character interacts.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Growing up in a Caucasian community had given me a conflicted sense of 
identity. Surrounded by blue-eyed friends, I would forget I was Chinese and feel a 
sense of shock and disappointment when I saw my slanted eyes reflecting in the 
mirror. (Lin, n.d., unpaged) 

Grace Lin (n.d.), the author of The Year of the Dog (2006), aptly expresses how 

Asian Americans, caught in between two worlds, constantly feel like outsiders. While 

feeling so different physically as well as culturally from the dominant group, they 

struggle in the fumbling search for identity. Who are they? Where do they belong? They 

look for people with whom they can connect. Asian-American books, consequently, can 

be used as a significant medium not only to acknowledge their existences but also to 

address their struggles, questions, and triumphs.  

As C. S. Lewis adequately conveys it, “we read to know we are not alone” (cited 

in Lin, n.d.). When Asian-American students are entangled in different threads of 

identities, they are in desperate need of Asian-American books of substance to guide 

them how to unspool the complicated threads and weave them into a vibrant tapestry. 

Literature should pass on ethnic and societal values while simultaneously reaffirming 

one’s own self-worth (Bishop, 1992). Thus, this study was conducted as a model for 

examining Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature critically from the 

perspective of identity issues. Asian-American books are not simply read, but they are 

interpreted critically by readers whose lives might be transformed as a result of 

profound understandings of identity issues and themes. 
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Overview of the Study 

This study is the description and analysis of identity issues in recent Asian-

American children’s and adolescent literature. Chapter 1 includes: (a) need for the 

study, (b) statement of the problem, (c) research questions, (d) theoretical framework, 

and (e) definition of terms. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature and includes: (a) 

Asian-American literature, (b) multicultural education, (c) multicultural literature, (d) 

multicultural literature and identity, and (e) identity in a multicultural perspective. 

Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in this study. Methodology includes rationale 

for using content analysis, data collection, selected books, process of data analysis and 

categories, data analysis instruments used in the study, reliability and validity, and data 

analysis and evaluation. Chapter 4 details the results of the research and provides 

appropriate analyses and a summary of the findings. Chapter 5 discusses three major 

themes evident within the findings, along with implications for teaching, writing, 

illustrating, publishing, and future research. 

Need for the Study 

In our lives, we are constantly searching for the knowledge of who we are and 

where we come from and an understanding of how we are connected to our families 

and communities. Since the United States has become known as the “melting pot” of 

the world with so many people of diverse backgrounds and cultures, being a minority 

individual in this diverse society needs a very solid identity which consists of a social 

connection guided by a sense of filial connections, generational continuity, and an inner 

solidarity with a group’s ideals (Berry, Poortinga, Segail, & Dasen, 1992).  
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Similarly, being a foreigner pursuing a degree in the United States, I realize how 

crucial it is to have a sense of belongingness while maintaining a positive self-concept. 

The struggles and conflicts which I have encountered in my life are often depicted in the 

Asian-American books I have read throughout the years. Books have assumed 

important roles as mirrors for me. As Bishop (1990) states,  

Literature transforms human experience and reflects it back to us, and in that 
reflection we can see our own lives and experiences as part of the larger human 
experience. Reading, then, becomes a means of self-affirmation, and readers 
often seek their mirrors in books. (p. ix)  

Therefore, my experiences have prompted me to study Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent literature. I investigated how Asian-American characters were 

portrayed in high-quality literary works, and how they struggled in order to find their own 

identities and their self-esteem. From these literary works, children and teens of Asian 

descent as well as people of any ethnicity can find themselves reflected in the common 

themes of self-inquiry, societal/school pressure, and racial tensions. 

Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature is important to mainstream 

students as well because all students need literature that “serves as a window onto lives 

and experiences different from their own” (Bishop, 1994, p. xiv). Students should be 

encouraged to read extensively about other cultures and people so that they are able to 

perceive things through the eyes of “the other.” Whenever students come across 

unfamiliar characters or find themselves immersed in a compelling story that depicts 

new experiences, they enter the lives of others and have a glimpse into the dreams, 

aspirations, disappointments, and frustrations of these featured characters. From such 

reading materials, students can develop a sense of compassion, empathy, and 

understanding that may lead them from egocentrism to a world view.  
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Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature, furthermore, is crucial to 

Asian or Asian-American students, for if they see their traditions, community heritage, 

and cultures reflected accurately and meaningfully in books, they will feel that they are 

acknowledged and that their cultures and experiences are respected (Alderman, 2004). 

According to Alderman, such positive and caring recognition will provide minority 

students with a sense of social bonds. A sense of social connectedness is a crucial 

foundation for educational engagement because students who experience a sense of 

belongingness are more likely to adopt goals valued by the school.  

The focus of this dissertation was the description and analysis of identity issues 

in recent Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature. I examined 15 award-

winning Asian-American children’s and adolescent titles written by writers of that culture 

and published in the United States from 1999 to 2007. I mainly focused on Chinese 

(Taiwanese) American, Korean American, and Japanese American books. I used 

content analysis to explore the issues of identity in Asian-American children’s and 

adolescent literature. The books were analyzed according to criteria I further 

established as the primary coder.  

Erikson (1968) describes identity as one of the crucial tasks of development, and 

this is particularly true for people of color (Phinney, 1989). As published studies 

indicate, self, social, and ethnic identities are significantly intertwined (Huang, 1994; 

Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Hence, the data collected were coded and analyzed under three 

major groups of categories: (1) personal internal identity, (2) social external identity, and 

(3) ethnic identity.  
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Statement of the Problem 

The number of Asian Americans and the amount of published Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent literature are rapidly growing in the United States. To date, 

however, much of the research on Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature 

has focused on accuracy and authenticity in portrayal of Asian Americans (Harada, 

1992; Kim, 1999; F. F. Liu, 1998; L. Liu, 1998; Su, 1991). During my intensive 

investigation and research, I have not encountered any studies that examine identity 

issues portrayed in Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature. Thus, the 

present study is a pioneering one to investigate identity issues.  

Studies primarily focused on examining the accuracy and authenticity of Asian-

American books have minimized the potential and power of Asian-American children’s 

and adolescent literature which is to help Asian and Asian-American students see 

reflections of themselves in the stories so that they can have a deeper and better 

understanding of their own lives and worlds. Through their reading experiences, 

students can also develop respect for their own personal, social, and ethnic identities. 

Consequently, it is imperative to study how Asian-American characters’ identity issues 

are depicted and how they struggle to find their own identity and self-worth, which are 

common issues among not only Asian Americans but also people of any ethnicity.  

Research Questions 

As previously noted, this study examined three major components of identities: 

personal internal identity, social external identity, and ethnic identity. Therefore, the 

major question of this study was how the three identity issues, personal internal identity, 

social external identity, and ethnic identity were portrayed in the selected 15 award-
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winning Asian-American children’s and adolescent books. The research questions and 

data analysis were then categorized based on the three elements addressed through 

the three questions. 

Main Research Question 1 

How is personal internal identity portrayed in the books? For the first main 

research question, the following four sub-questions were used to help guide the 

analysis for personal internal identity: 

1. Self-identification: 

 How do the main characters perceive themselves?  

2. Internal conflicts: 

 How are the internal conflicts portrayed? What are those conflicts?  

3. Passive vs. active conflict-resolving behaviors: 

How do the main characters resolve the conflicts between internal wishes, 

preferences, or desires and external expectations or social norms? Do they 

demonstrate passive or active conflict-resolving behaviors?  

4. Self-discovery: 

Do the main characters discover their own voice and path in life?  

Main Research Question 2 

How is social external identity portrayed in the books? For the second main 

research question, the following seven sub-questions were used to help guide the 

analysis for social external identity:  
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1. Social identification: 

How do the main characters define and position themselves in the dominant 

societal group? 

2. Social assimilation: 

 Are the main characters insiders or outsiders? 

3. Social interactions: 

How do the main characters interact with people outside their families or 

ethnic communities? 

4. Social perceptions: 

How do other people perceive the main characters? Do they have positive, 

neutral, or negative perceptions of the main characters? 

5. Social awareness: 

Are the main characters aware of the social norms and external 

expectations? If so, what are those? 

6. Social conflicts: 

What kind of conflicts (conflict among the peers, conflict between the main 

characters and the environments, and conflict between the main characters 

and the society) do the main characters encounter?  

7. Social influences: 

How does the social environment influence the main characters’ internal and 

ethnic identities? 
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Main Research Question 3 

How is ethnic identity portrayed in the books? For the third main research 

question, the following eight sub-questions were used to help guide the analysis for 

Ethnic Identity:  

1. Ethnic identification: 

How do the main characters define and position themselves in their own 

ethnic groups? 

2. Ethnic assimilation: 

Do the main characters feel that they belong to their own families or ethnic 

groups? 

3. Ethnic interactions: 

How do the main characters interact with their family members and their own 

ethnic members? 

4. Ethnic perceptions: 

How do the main characters’ family members or ethnic members perceive 

them? Do they have positive, neutral, or negative perceptions of the main 

characters? 

5. Ethnic awareness: 

Are the main characters aware of their own languages, cultures, and 

traditions? Do the main characters value their own languages, cultures, and 

traditions, such as filial piety, religions, holidays, food, drinks, and clothes, 

etc?  
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6. Ethnic conflicts: 

What kind of conflicts do the main characters encounter in their families or 

their own ethnic groups? 

7. Ethnic influences: 

How do the ethnic/Asian values influence the main characters’ internal and 

social identities?  

8. American values vs. Asian values: 

When American values and Asian values surface, do they clash and create 

conflicts or do they benefit the main characters? 

Theoretical Framework 

According to Bishop (1990), readers need good literature to function as their 

mirror to reflect human life so that they can understand their own lives more deeply 

clearly. Each individual, no matter where he or she comes from, all faces similar 

problems of self-inquiry, societal pressure, and racial tensions. Similarly, published 

studies suggest that personal internal identity, social external identity, and ethnic 

identity are significantly intertwined (Huang, 1994; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Su (2001) 

also argues that there needs to be a holistic understanding of personal identity which 

consists of the recognition of individual uniqueness, local shared communal values, and 

universal characteristics of being human. Thus, I believe that in Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent literature, overall, there needs to be a balanced presentation 

of these three important components in the books in order to reflect much more 

complete human experiences and identity development in the real world.  
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Definition of Terms 

The following operational definitions were used in the context of this study: 

Asian Americans. Chinese, Taiwanese, Korean, and Japanese Americans 

specifically in this study. 

Ethnic identity. How people define and measure themselves in relations to 

specific target groups. 

Personal internal identity. The unique traits or characteristics that people use in 

their self-description. 

Social external identity. How people define themselves in terms of shared 

similarities with members of social groups.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature. This chapter includes: (a) Asian-American 

literature, (b) multicultural education, (c) multicultural literature, (d) multicultural literature 

and identity, and (e) identity in a multicultural perspective. 

Asian-American Literature 

The term Asian American does not refer to only a specific group of people. 

Instead, Asian Americans include people whose heritage comes from Cambodia, China, 

India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Laos, Pakistan, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, or 

Vietnam. It is important to point out that each of these countries has its distinctive 

language, culture, religions, traditions, and ethnic identity (Gates & Mark, 2006). Thus, 

Asian Americans have very diverse cultural and historical experiences. For example, 

Chinese emigrants came to the United States during the 1800s to help build the 

transcontinental railroad and then resided in the western areas of the country. Another 

significant historical event is related to Japanese people who were imprisoned in the 

internment camps as a consequence of the suspicion after the bombing of Pearl Harbor 

during World War II. Journey to Topaz by Yoshiko Uchida and later her sequel Journey 

Home portray the Japanese-American internment experience.  

The Asian-American movement, together with the emphasis on multiculturalism, 

has been motivating Americans of Asian descent to look into their composite heritage. 

As a result, Asian-American literature has been enriched by the voice of writers of 

diverse ethnic origins, particularly the emergence of South Asian and Southeast Asian-

American authors (Madsen, 2005). Indeed, as Ling (1990) claims, "Asian-American 
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literature has several purposes: to remember the past, to give voice to a hitherto silent 

people with an ignored and therefore unknown history, to correct stereotypes of an 

exotic or foreign experience” (p. 33). Similarly, a very important objective of Asian-

American literature is, as Kingston (1982) says, to “claim America for the thousands of 

Americans whose Asian faces too frequently deny them a legitimate place in this 

country of their birth" (p. 58).  

However, not all Asian Americans try to keep or develop a distinctive cultural 

identity. In fact, many simply want to be acknowledged as Americans. The hope to be 

accepted as Americans has sometimes been realized at the expense of Asian affiliation. 

Asian-American literature, consequently, depicts a variety of attitudes about the 

immigrant experience in America, varying from the urgent quest for assimilation to 

struggles against lingering racism and nativism, originating both within and outside the 

ethnic community (Madsen, 2005). 

Multicultural Education 

One of the most distinctive characteristics of U.S. education today is its cultural 

complexity. Since the late 1970s, several programs and research have surfaced dealing 

with multicultural education (Banks, 1994; Ladson-Billings, 1994; National Council for 

Accreditation of Teacher Education, 1979, 1992, 1994, 1997, 2000; Sleeter & Grant, 

1999). Unfortunately, there has not been any significant progress, and little agreement 

has been reached in the field as to how to prepare teachers for culturally conscious 

teaching in diverse classrooms (Goodwin, 1997).  

Multicultural education, according to Ladson-Billings (2001), relies on teachers’ 

views on academic achievement, dedication toward cultural competence, and 
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developing sociopolitical consciousness. Learning to teach starts with an understanding 

one’s principles and intentions. Teachers should constantly inquire themselves so that 

they can recognize how their biased thinking may contribute to students’ inability to 

achieve. Likewise, Nieto (2000) recommends that teachers strive to acknowledge and 

reconnect with their own cultural and ethnic roots because they are also probably 

descendants of immigrants and slaves. Nieto argues "by reconnecting with their own 

backgrounds, and with the suffering as well as the triumphs of their families, teachers 

can lay the groundwork for students to reclaim their histories and voices" (p.3). 

Understandably, teacher educators face many challenges because of the diverse 

student population in school. On one hand, non-mainstream students feel isolated and 

ignored. Mainstream students, on the other hand, begin school with negative 

conceptions of students of other races. Banks (2001) explains that mainstream students 

are usually not aware of other cultures and therefore regard them odd or unusual. Most 

mainstream individuals are seldom challenged to function in other communities, 

whereas most non-mainstream students need to learn how to adjust themselves in 

order to function in the dominant culture or at least in some particular situations, such as 

school. Hence, schools should encourage all students to become aware of other 

cultures and ethnicities. Banks claims that good multicultural literature can help dispel 

this ignorance, leading to an understanding, respect, and appreciation for cultures 

different from one's own culture. Reading and discussing stories about diverse cultures 

and traditions might help students attain this goal. Texts with this focus tend to be 

influential because they describe and celebrate a relationship that is often meaningful 

and powerful; one that many students will be able to identify with.  
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Minority students, on the contrary, often struggle with feelings of alienation. The 

traditions and languages that students bring to school have often been overlooked 

(Cummins, 2000). Cummins, therefore, believes that multicultural education should 

advocate the idea that these traditions and cultures are to be respected as resources for 

the individual students, their communities, and the society. Bishop (1992) also points 

out the importance of recognizing students’ backgrounds and cultures. Bishop maintains 

that students, who do not see their culture depicted in the literature they read, may think 

that they have no value and little or no importance in school and in society. As a result, 

students may become uninterested in school, and their grades may suffer. 

According to Spears-Bunton (1990), African American students may be reading 

at low levels due to what she calls a “cultural mismatch” between the students and the 

books they read (p.567). Likewise, Menchaca (2000) states that Hispanic children will 

perform better in school if they are given a culturally relevant curriculum. Anaya (1992) 

echoes this sentiment when he claims that part of the cause for our alarming dropout 

statistics is this “narrow, circumscribed curriculum in language and literature” (cited in 

Margerison, 1995, p. 259). Teachers and teacher educators should be aware of such 

problems and make attempts to do something about the cultural mismatch of reading 

materials (Spears-Bunton, 1990).  

There are many ways to teach multicultural literature. Based on Banks’ 

approaches to multicultural curriculum reform (1989), Au (1993) identifies four 

approaches to teaching multicultural literature: the contributions approach, the ethnic 

additive approach, the transformation approach, and the decision-making approach. 

First, in the contributions approach, teachers concentrate on holidays, heroes, and other 
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important components of a specific culture. Multicultural literature, hence, is utilized to 

introduce students to the contributions of important people or to special traditions. 

However, this approach provides students with a shallow understanding of their own 

cultures and the cultures of others (Carpenter, 2000). Secondly, in the ethnic additive 

approach, instead of being considered as a legitimate body of literature, concepts and 

texts about other ethnic groups are sprinkled into the core curriculum, which is, sadly, 

where most multicultural literature stands today.  

Thirdly, in the in the transformation approach, the purpose and the structure of 

the core curriculum are changed to encourage the study of issues, events, and 

concepts from various perspectives of diverse cultural groups. This approach guides 

students to appreciate that the mainstream society has been changed by the 

involvement of different ethnic groups. Lastly, in the decision-making approach, 

teachers help students recognize social issues and make well-informed decisions. In 

this approach, multicultural literature can be utilized to introduce students to important 

issues through authentic situations, well-written characters, and compelling stories.  

Even though all these four approaches can be used, Au (1993) prefers the higher 

level approaches, the transformation approach and the decision-making approach, over 

the contributions and ethnic additive approaches. For instance, discussing a variety of 

high-quality Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature featuring identity issues 

could form a valuable component of a curriculum reflecting the decision-making 

approach. In Paula Yoo’s Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005), for example, 

several identity and social issues are depicted, such as infinite potential within oneself, 

racism, and discrimination. This book talks about Sammy Lee’s determination toward 
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accomplishing a goal in life. It can lead to great classroom discussions dealing with 

identity and social issues.  

Multicultural Literature 

Since the 1990s, several scholars have tried to define the characteristics, 

possibilities, functions, and goals of multicultural literature (Bishop, 1994; Cai, 1998; 

Enciso, 1997; Fox & Short, 2003; Harris, 1996; Schwartz, 1995; Taxel, 1992). Cai 

(1998) and Bishop (1994), for instance, attempt to clarify the concept by arguing that its 

definition is “contingent not on its literary characteristics, but on the purposes it is 

supposed to serve” (p. 58). 

According to Nieto (1996), the goals of multicultural literature are to “challenge 

and reject racism and other forms of discrimination in schools and accept and affirm the 

pluralism (ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, and gender, among others) that 

students, their communities, and teachers represent” (p. 307). Multicultural literature 

with culturally relevant and specific content has the power to motivate students to 

contemplate critically on their assumptions about reality and reject and challenge 

discrimination.  

Indeed, multicultural literature plays a variety of roles and has the potential to be 

a leading force in efforts toward multiculturalism by supporting diversity as well as 

promoting equity. Cai (1995) maintains that the purposes of multicultural literature are 

“to give voice to those who have been historically silenced, to represent those who have 

been underpresented, to give true faces back to those whose images have been 

distorted” (p. 14). Multicultural literature invites students to pay attention to the voices of 

people who are struggling to understand their own realities. Multicultural texts, he 
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believes, should go beyond the four f’s of food, festivals, fashion, and folklore to discuss 

issues related to cultural differences and social issues.  

Additionally, Short (1997) outlines four functions of multicultural literature as a 

way to: (a) learn language, (b) explore content area, (c) know the world, and (d) critique 

the world (p. 19). The first two functions stress texts as a vehicle of teaching certain 

skills and concepts, whereas the latter two focus on the value of literature in and of itself 

and on the potential it holds toward supporting social justice goals. Through aesthetic 

readings of books, literature helps students “live inside the world of the story in ways 

that transform their thinking about their lives and world” (Short, 1997, p. 26). 

Multicultural literature provides a landscape of hope and struggle through which 

students strive to study not only the word but also the world (Freire, 1970).  

Without a doubt, high-quality content is an important element of multicultural 

books. In regard to multicultural texts’ literary quality, Bishop (1990, 1992, 1994, 1997) 

has accomplished a remarkable body of work and significantly influenced the field of 

multicultural literature in its examination of the accuracy of depiction of certain 

ethnic/cultural groups. As a result, the issue of the author’s social responsibility for 

cultural authenticity, rather than his or her artistic freedom in the production of work of 

high literary quality, has been a great source of debates since the 1990s (Fox & Short, 

2003).  

Furthermore, the argument addressing who, whether insiders or outsiders to the 

culture portrayed, should write culturally specific books has been brought up frequently. 

To answer such questions, Taxel (2003) asserts that authors have both social and 

artistic responsibilities when writing about characters, themes, and plots related to a 
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specific cultural group because multicultural texts assume a very significant role as 

mirrors for reflecting human life. As Bishop (1990) comments: 

Children who read or are read to see themselves reflected as part of humanity. If 
they are not, or if their reflections are distorted and ridiculous, there is the danger 
that they will absorb negative messages about themselves and people like them. 
Those who see only themselves or are exposed to errors and misrepresentations 
are miseducated into a false sense of superiority, and the harm is doubly done. 
(p.43)  

By functioning simultaneously as mirrors that foster respect for one’s own cultural 

heritage through positive, familiar images, multicultural literature also serves as 

windows into lives and experiences different from one’s own culture (Bishop, 1994). 

Multicultural literature, therefore, is valuable on multiple levels. It provides opportunities 

for students from diverse backgrounds to see themselves reflected accurately and 

meaningfully in books. Multicultural literature, moreover, informs students about other 

cultures, promotes respect for others, and helps to liberate from personal stereotypes.  

Multicultural Literature and Identity 

Multicultural literature invites students to see reflections of themselves and others 

through stories. As they see reflections of themselves, they may have a deeper and 

better understanding of themselves and their own lives. Thus, the role of multicultural 

literature is particularly important and powerful when students from marginalized groups 

undergo such reading experiences with multicultural texts. In an ethnographic study that 

examined the implementation of a multicultural literature curriculum in two urban 10th-

grade classrooms, Athanases (1998) found that students often developed a stronger 

sense of self-esteem and pride in their culture and heritage when reading characters 

depicted like themselves in a positive light. 
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Nelson-Barber and Harrison (1996) maintain that students benefit from 

curriculum “personal and directly linked to their cultural experience, enabling them to 

feel at home in the classroom, to be themselves” (p. 261). Reading literature that 

emphasizes the experiences of diverse cultural groups allows students to feel pride in 

their own identity and heritage, explore issues of social justice, and let go of stereotypes 

(Au, 1993; Harris, 1992). When students experience disconnects with the worlds 

portrayed in the text, they may gain insight into why certain concepts of difference have 

been the reason of so much injustice and derision. Subsequently, they may begin to 

investigate how they might be implicated in an oppressive society and find themselves 

transformed in some ways through these experiences. 

Indeed, multicultural literature promotes reflection, but texts that mirror students’ 

lives only provide a partial reflection. Multicultural literature has the power to allow 

students to see more realistically and more deeply both their world and the worlds of 

others (Colabucci, 2004). Students’ attempts to understand the world must involve far 

more than trying to understand themselves. With multicultural literature, students gain 

glimpses into the realities of people unlike themselves. Similarly, Bruner (1986) states 

that literature “renders the obvious less so, the unknowable less so as well, matters of 

value more open to reason and intuition” (p. 159). Next, he defines literature as a 

means of freedom, light, and imagination. Descriptions of multiple realities, negotiable 

social relations, and altering identities challenge students’ taken-for-granted 

understandings of themselves, and as a result, their world may be transformed. 

Multicultural literature has the power to radically change readers’ understanding of 

themselves and the world by bringing into multiple views and divergent images of 
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reality. 

In addition, during the reading process, readers’ identities come to play; these 

identities shape people’s textual and literate practices (McCarthey & Moje, 2002). 

Students, particularly students of diverse backgrounds, utilize their background 

knowledge as well as their identities to bring powerful funds of knowledge to their 

transactions with a text (Rosenblatt, 1978). They draw on experiences and identities to 

construct a text or a poem. 

Students respond to literature as they “acquire various social practices, identities, 

and tools while participating in interpretive communities” (Sipe & Beach, 2001, p 66). 

From this perspective, students’ responses to multicultural literature are influenced by 

how they perceive themselves and the world around them. They make use of their 

worlds to read the word, and reading the word implies continually “reading the world” 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 35) in ways that can be both life informing and life 

transforming (McGinley et. al., 1997). On one hand, students use experiences from their 

lives to understand texts. On the other hand, they use what they learn from texts as 

impetus for self-knowledge, growth, or empathy.  

Flores-Dueñas’ (2004) study provides important information regarding how 

students connect with the cultural contents of the texts by drawing on a reservoir of their 

past experiences with people and the world. Flores-Dueñas notes that fifth grade 

bilingual children of Mexican descent who had already exited from bilingual classrooms 

responded differently to two types of texts, Mexican American and non-Mexican 

American authored books. Further, the students mainly took efferent stances and had 

difficulty understanding the non-Mexican American authored texts because they were 
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not able to draw on their background knowledge and personal experiences to make 

connections with the storylines. However, on the contrary, the students were able to 

take aesthetic stances and made personal connections with characters, family 

experiences, and community experiences. Likewise, Liaw (1995) observes that fluent 

bilingual Chinese children from age 6 to age 10 draw personal relevance from Chinese-

themed picture books in the genres of traditional literature, realistic fiction, and literary 

folktales. They can come to understand themselves more as the result of this literate 

engagement.  

In order to help students to explore their identities through multicultural literature, 

teachers can adopt several pedagogical approaches. Au (1993) has established reading 

and writing workshops to provide opportunities for learners from diverse backgrounds to 

discuss ethnicity, race, or culture. Au also suggests that practices focus on making 

literacy personally meaningful for students by drawing upon their interests and 

experiences. Such student-centered pedagogical practices prove to be an effective 

means for students to learn about their identity choices and decisions.  

Vyas (2004) has focused on Asian-American high school students’ expressions 

of identity in the context of an after-school literature club. The club functions as an 

analytic window into students’ bicultural identity-making processes. When the students 

place themselves in certain characters’ roles or attempt to understand characters’ 

intentions by analyzing their actions and behaviors, they reveal their personal 

interpretations and beliefs. Within this after-school club, literacy activities function as a 

springboard for the students to comfortably make connections between the literature 
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that they read and their experiences with family members, personal relationships, and 

the world at large.  

Another classroom pedagogy is that teachers use texts with multiracial 

protagonists who are obviously struggling with or accepting their multiple identities 

(McCarthey & Moje, 2002). These texts can both help encourage meaningful 

discussions about gender, race, and social class and hold the potential to empower and 

transform students. McCarthey and Moje’s theory of selecting stories of strength and 

survival is in a way similar to that of Virginia Hamilton’s (1993) Liberation Literature. In 

her reflections on writing for children, Hamilton depicts several of her texts as fitting into 

a concept that she labels Liberation Literature. According to Hamilton, in Liberation 

Literature, 

The reader travels with the character in the imagined world of the book and 
bears witness to the character’s trials and suffering and triumphs. To the extent 
that protagonist finds liberty, so too does the witness, the reader, recognize the 
struggle as a personal one and perceive a spiritual sense of freedom within. (p. 
375)  

Hamilton’s view applies to texts such as Anthony Burns (1988) and Many 

Thousand Gone (1993). Both of the books record events of survival, rebellion and 

resistance, and escape from bondage. Thus, multicultural literature should allow 

students to see themselves, recognize the struggles of others as that of humankind, and 

experience someone else’s pain and joy as kindred spirits.  

Identity in a Multicultural Perspective 

Identity formation and development has been recognized as an important part of 

human development and well-being. Identity development, including ethnic identity 

development, is a product of multiple factors such as class, nationality, and culture 

(Phinney & Alipuria, 1990; Sue, 2001). Sue (2001) further argues for a holistic 
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understanding of personal identity which consists of the recognition of individual 

uniqueness, locally shared communal values, and universal characteristics of being 

human. 

According to Phinney (1996), identity may be conceptualized as a continuum, 

with personal identity on one end and social identity on the other. Phinney refers to a 

continuum between interpersonal and intergroup social processes. Personal identity 

may be perceived as the special qualities or characteristics that people use in their self-

identification, whereas social identity is related to how people define themselves in 

regard to shared similarities with members of the social groups to which they belong.  

Identify formation consists of the two opposing processes of individuation and 

identification (Tajfel, 1981). Personal identity results from the effects of individuation, 

and social identity results from the effects of identification. Personal and social identities 

develop irregularly in different social situations, including collectivist and individualist 

cultures, and within countries.  

Ethnic identity, one potentially important aspect of one’s identity, is associated 

with the concept of self (Huang, 1994). Ethnic identity is defined and determined in 

relation to specific target groups, and attempts are made to discover and evaluate the 

main components of ethnic identity within those ethnic groups. McGoldrick (1982) 

defines ethnicity as a phenomenon that explains a common reality passed on from 

generation to generation by the family. According to Uba (1994), ethnic identity is a 

schema that (a) facilitates a general knowledge, beliefs, and expectations of an 

individual concerning his or her ethnic group; (b) operates as a cognitive reality, creating 

and interpretive mechanism; and (c) provides a foundation for one's behavior. Ethnicity 
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consciously and unconsciously shapes the way one thinks and behaves. For example, 

"it influences how one may eat, work, relax, celebrate holidays, and deal with life, death, 

and illness" (McGoldrick, 1982, p. 4). 

Phinney (1996) also suggests the more minority group members solidify their 

group ethnic identity, the more they become assured, optimistic, and realistic in their 

view of their own group. Furthermore, minority group members who have a stronger 

group ethnic identity have a more positive view of the majority and are more receptive to 

other groups. The idea of becoming more familiar with one’s own group and solidifying 

that consciousness through the creation of a sense of group ethnic identity is perceived 

as a process within a continuum (Phinney, 1996).  

The theory and research reviewed in Chapter 2 suggest the importance of 

multicultural education. In the classrooms, inclusion of multicultural literature, such as 

Asian-American literature, is of prime importance. Multicultural literature provides an 

understanding and appreciation for racial, ethnic, cultural and social diversity. Through 

literature, students read to understand others as well as themselves. As published 

research suggests, identity development is crucial particularly true for people of color. In 

reviewing the literature concerning identity issues, studies reveal that in order to fully 

understand identity construction, one needs to look at the three aspects of identity 

issues, personal internal identity, social external identity, and ethnical identity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the research methodology of content analysis used in this 

study. It provides background information on the content analysis research method and 

explains how the study fits into the three categories of personal internal identity, social 

external identity, and ethnic identity. The section on the process of data analysis begins 

with a description of how the 15 studied books were chosen, including the six selection 

criteria.  

Rationale for Using Content Analysis 

Although quantitative content analysis is conducted to validate or confirm 

hypothesized relationships, qualitative content analysis is conducted to collect 

reoccurring elements and to understand the meaning and process of social activities in 

documents (Altheide, 1997). Rather than focusing on numbers and verification of 

predefined categories, which is typically done in quantitative content analysis, 

qualitative content analysis gathers narratives as well as numerical data. While items 

can still be counted and put in emergent categories, qualitative content analysis focuses 

on providing good descriptive information (Altheide, 1997; Krippendorff, 1980).  

Short (1995) defines content analysis as “the use of a theory or theme to analyze 

a text, or series of texts. The theory or theme is used as an analytical device, the main 

focus being analysis of the text rather than development of theory” (p. 21). Short 

maintains that in conducting content analysis, it is crucial to develop specific criteria for 

interpretation and analysis. The criteria may be developed before the study from a 
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review of existing studies, or the criteria may emerge from the data collected from the 

actual books being analyzed in the present study. Short also states that careful and 

significant content analysis has the potential to “provide contextually based insights, 

demonstrate the use of literature as the basis for pedagogy, and ultimately open the 

door to critical thinking and the development of democratic classrooms” (p. 23). 

Compared with other data-generating and analysis techniques, Weber (1985) 

finds that content analysis has several advantages: 

1. Content analytic procedures operate directly upon text or transcripts of 

human communications. 

2. The best content analytic studies utilize both qualitative and quantitative 

operations on texts. Thus, content analysis methodology combines what are 

usually thought to be antithetical modes of analysis. 

3. In more recent times, when reliable data of other kinds exist, culture 

indicators can be used to assess quantitatively that relationships among 

economic, social, political, and cultural change. (p. 10) 

Content analysis, therefore, offers a sound approach to research Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent literature and has already been used in different content 

studies of children’s literature since the 1930s (Harada, 1992; Kim, 1999; F. F. Liu, 

1998; L. Liu, 1998; Su, 1991). Thus, this study holds the promise of providing objective, 

systematic, and valuable information about the identity issues as presented in Asian-

American children’s and adolescent literature.  
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Data Collection: Selection of Books 

I consulted the homepages of the Caldecott Medal, the Newbery Medal, the 

Michael L. Printz Award, and the Alex Awards, amazon.com, and barnsnoble.com to 

locate potential books. In order to include more books, I visited the Websites of several 

publishers, such as Children’s Book Press, Lee & Low, Bess Press, Shen’s Books, 

Atheneum Books for Young Readers, and Polychrome Publishing Corporation. 

Keywords Asian American, Korean American, Chinese American, Japanese American, 

children, young adult, adolescent, book, literature, award, and honor were used to 

narrow down the search. I also regularly visited the local public libraries with substantial 

children’s and adolescent book collections to gather more books.  

The 15 award-winning, authentic, and entertaining books were chosen based on 

critics’ reviews and my evaluations to ensure their quality. My criteria included the 

following:  

1. They were all published within the last 10 years. 

2. They were all set, at least partly, in the United States. 

3. The main characters of the books were Asian American, specifically 

Chinese/Taiwanese American, Japanese American, and Korean American. 

4. They were all written and illustrated by respected and award-winning authors 

and illustrators. 

5. The books were written by writers of that culture. 

6. The books were well-written with strong characterization.  

Selected Books 

Kadohata, C. (2004). Kira-kira. New York: Atheneum. 
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Awards:  

• 2005 Newbery Medal winners 

• 2005 ALA Children’s Notable Books 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 6 – 9. 

 

Kadohata, C. (2006). Weedflower. New York: Atheneum. 

Awards:  

• 2007 Our Community Reads program for St. Charles, IL  

• 2007 Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Platinum Book Award 

• Selection of Junior Library Guild 

• Best Books for Young Adults nominee 

• Starred Booklist Review 

• Starred School Library Journal Review 

• New York Public Library's Children's Books 2006: 100 Titles for Reading and 

Sharing 

• Texas Bluebonnet Award 2007-2008 master list 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 5 and up. 

 

Lin, G. (2006). The Year of the Dog. New York. NY: Time Warner Book Group. 

Awards: 

• 2006 Fall Publisher’s Pick 
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• Starred Booklist Review 

• 2006 ALA Children's Notable Books 

• 2006 National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) GOLD winner 

• 2006-2007 Texas Bluebonnet Award master list 

• 2007 Nene Awards Recommended List (Hawaii's Book Award chosen by 

children Grades 4-6) 

• NYPL 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing 2006 

• 2006 Booklist Editors' Choice for Middle Readers 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 3-5. 

 

Look, L. (1999). Love as Strong as Ginger. Illustrated by Stephen T. Johnson. New 

York: Atheneum. 

Awards:  

• Booklist Editors' Choice 

• CBC/NCSS Notable Social Studies Trade Book 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for kindergarten to Grade 2.  

 

Look, L. (2001). Henry’s First-moon Birthday. Illustrated by Yumi Heo. New York: 

Atheneum. 

Award:  

• 2002 ALA Children’s Notable Books 
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Target Readers: 

• The book is written for kindergarten to Grade 2.  

 

Na, A. (2001). A Step from Heaven. Asheville, NC: Front Street. 

Awards:  

• 2002 Best Book for Young Adults 

• 2002 ALA Children’s Notable Books 

• 2002 Michael L. Printz Award  

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 8 –up. 

 

Na, A. (2006). Wait for Me. New York: G. P: Putnam’s Sons. 

Award:  

• 2007 Best Books for Young Adults  

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 8–up. 

 

Noguchi, R. &Jenks, D. (2001). Flowers from Mariko. Illustrated by Michelle Reiko 

Kumata. New York: Lee and Low.  

Awards:  

• 2002 CCBC Choices 

• Beatty Award (Eureka Bibliography) 
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Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 1–4. 

 

Otsuka, J. (2002). When the Emperor Was Divine. New York: Knopf. 

Award:  

• 2002 Alex Award winner 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 8 –up. 

 

Park, L. S. (2005). Project Mulberry. New York, NY: Houghton Mifflin Company.  

Awards:  

• 2006 CCBC Choices 

• 2005 New York Public Library, 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing 

• 2005 Chicago Tribune Young Adult Fiction Prize 

• 2005 Chicago Public Library’s Best of the Best Books 

• 2006 Bank Street Best Children's Books of the Year 

• 2006 Kansas State Reading Circle Recommendation 

• 2006 Texas Bluebonnet master list 

• 2006 Keystone to Reading master list (PA) 

• 2007 Kentucky Bluegrass Award nominee 

• 2008 Mark Twain Award master list (MO) 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 4-7.  
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Uegaki, C. (2005). Suki’s Kimono. Illustrated by Stephane Jorisch. San Diego, Calif.: 

Harcourt.  

Awards:  

• 2005 Chocolate Lily Award, shortlist, picture books  

• 2005 Blue Spruce Award, shortlist  

• 2004 Mr. Christie Book Award, silver seal  

• 2004 Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Illustrator’s Award, honor book  

• 2004 Christie Harris Illustrated Children’s Literature Prize, shortlist  

• 2004 Ruth Schwartz Children’s Book Award, shortlist  

• 2004 IRA Children's Book Award Notable Book, Primary Fiction  

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for kindergarten to Grades 1-3.  

 

Wong, J. S. (2000). This Next New Year. Illustrated by Yangsook Choi. New York: 

Frances Foster Books. 

Awards:  

• Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Award  

• Nick Jr. Best Holiday Books of 2000 

• Kirkus Best Early Chapter Books 2000 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for kindergarten to Grade 2.  
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Wong, J. S. (2002). Apple Pie Fourth of July. Illustrated by Margaret Chodos-Irvine. San 

Diego, Calif.: Kid Can Press.  

Awards:  

• 2003 Asian pacific American Award for Literature. Children’s and Young Adult 

Literature winner 

• Charlotte Zolotow Award Highly Recommended Book  

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for kindergarten to Grade 2.  

 

Yang, G L. (2006). American Born Chinese. New York, NY: First Second.  

Awards:  

• 2007 Michael L. Printz Award  

• 2006 Publishers Weekly’s Best Comics 

• 2006 National Book Awards (Young People’s Literature Finalist)  

• 2007 Best Books for Young Adults 

Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 8 –up. 

 

Yoo, P. (2005). Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds. Illustrated by Dom Lee. New York, 

NY: Lee & Low Books 

Awards: 

• 2006-2007 New Voices Award winner 

• 2006-2007 TX Bluebonnet Award nominee 
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Target Readers: 

• The book is written for Grades 3-7. 

In order to help analyze and discuss the results in Chapters 4 and 5, the selected 

books were divided into two groups, children’s picture books and adolescent chapter 

books. Even though American Born Chinese (2006) contains pictures, it is a graphic 

novel whose target readers are middle or high school students, and therefore, it is 

classified as an adolescent Asian-American book. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 provide the 

divisions. 

Table 3.1  

Children's Picture Books 

Children’s Picture books 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 

Flowers from Mariko 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 

Love as Strong as Ginger 

This Next New Year 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 

Suki’s Kimono 
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Table 3.2  

Adolescent Chapter Books 

Adolescent Chapter Books 

American Born Chinese 

Kira-Kira 

Project Mulberry 

A Step from Heaven 

Wait for Me 

Weedflower 

When the Emperor Was Divine 

The Year of the Dog 

 

Process of Data Analysis and Categories  

Coding categories were constructed to differentiate and describe the identity 

issues in Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature. These categories were 

based on the nature of the research problem, the research questions, and the content 

analyzed.  

Two instruments, Character Analysis Instrument and Identity Analysis 

Instrument, including seven categories, were used to evaluate and analyze the data. 

The first one was a character analysis instrument including four categories based on the 

technique developed by Berelson and Salter (1946), later modified by Gast (1965), and 

adapted by Liu (1998). I removed three of the categories of attitudes, goal, and 

characters’ identity, from the original instrument developed by Liu (1998), for these 
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three categories were incorporated into the Identity Analysis Instrument. Character 

Analysis Instrument was used for its significance to the study; it helped me to 

understand and analyze the main characters depicted in the selected books.  

Character Analysis Instrument 

Physical Traits 

The three sub-divisions in this section are age, sex, and physical description. 

Age involves four age groups: child (1 to 12 years of age); teenager (13 to 19 years of 

age); adult (20 to 59 years of age); and old adult (60 years of age and older). Sex has 

the two groups: male and female. Physical description includes any kind of description 

about the individual's physical traits related to his/her ethnic background. 

Status 

The four sub-divisions for status are occupation, economic status, educational 

level, and social class. Occupation can be any kind of occupation which the main 

characters hold or belong to. Economic status includes four standards of classification: 

poor (hand to mouth or very meager existence), adequate (having sufficient needs met), 

comfortable (having more than the everyday needs of life), wealthy (having affluent 

living standards). Educational level can be pre-school, elementary school, high-school, 

college, and other kind of schools. Social class is the final sub-division under the status 

section and refers to three classes: lower class, middle class, and upper class. In some 

cases, I made a judgment based on the specific social economic situation. 

Plus-Minus Position 

The term plus-minus position refers to the main characters’ positive or negative 

stature in the book. The sub-divisions within this section include approval/disapproval; 
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sympathy/hostility; desirability/undesirability; pleasantness/unpleasant; and 

liking/disliking. However, both positive and negative traits may be applied to the same 

character. 

Personality Traits 

The final section of the Character Analysis Instrument provides a chance to 

record personality traits not included in this instrument. This section helps me gain a 

deeper understanding of the main characters depicted in the books.  

Identity Analysis Instrument 

The present study was conducted to investigate the identity issues depicted in 

Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature. Identity, according to Erikson 

(1968), is one of the crucial tasks of development, and this is particularly true for people 

of color (Phinney, 1989). As published studies indicate, self, social, and ethnic identities 

are significantly intertwined (Huang, 1994; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Hence, the data 

collected were coded and analyzed under three major groups of categories: (1) 

personal internal identity, (2) social external identity, and (3) ethnic identity. The books 

were analyzed according to these major groups of categories and their subcategories 

which I further established based on the related literature that I had studied in order to 

help guide the analysis.   

Personal Internal Identity 

The four subcategories in this section are (1) self-identification, (2) internal 

conflicts, (3) passive versus active conflict-resolving behaviors, (4) self-discovery. First, 

self-identification refers to how the main characters perceive themselves. Second, 

internal conflicts include the conflicts within the main characters themselves and 
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conflicts caused by outside factors. Third, passive versus active conflict-resolving 

behaviors record how the main characters resolve the conflicts between internal wishes, 

preferences, or desires and external expectations or social norms. Do they demonstrate 

passive or active conflict-resolving behaviors? Fourth, self-discovery refers to how the 

main characters discover their own voice and path in life. 

Social External Identity 

The seven subcategories in this section are (1) social-identification, (2) social 

assimilation, (3) social interactions, (4) social perceptions, (5) social awareness, (6) 

social conflicts, and (7) social influences. First, social-identification refers to how the 

main characters define and position themselves in the dominant societal groups. 

Second, social assimilation records whether the main characters are insiders or 

outsiders. Third, social interactions refers to how the main characters interact with 

people outside their families or ethnic communities. Fourth, social perceptions refers to 

how other people perceive the main characters. Do they have positive, neutral, or 

negative perceptions of the main characters? Fifth, social awareness records whether 

the main characters are aware of the social norms and external expectations. If so, what 

are those? Sixth, social conflicts include the conflicts that the main characters encounter 

in the dominant societal groups. Lastly, social influences refers to how the social 

environment influences the main characters’ internal and ethnic identities. Are they 

positive or negative influences?  
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Ethnic Identity 

The eight subcategories in this section are (1) ethnic-identification, (2) ethnic 

assimilation, (3) ethnic interactions, (4) ethnic perceptions, (5) ethnic awareness, (6) 

ethnic conflicts, (7) ethnic influences, and (8) American values versus Asian values.  

First, ethic-identification refers to how the main characters define and position 

themselves in their own ethnic groups. Second, ethic assimilation records whether the 

main characters feel that they belong to their own families or ethnic groups. Third, 

ethnic interactions refers to how the main characters interact with their family members 

and their own ethnic members. Fourth, ethnic perceptions refers to how the main 

characters’ ethnic members perceive them. Do they have positive, neutral, or negative 

perceptions of the main characters? Fifth, ethnic awareness records whether the main 

characters are aware of their own languages, cultures, and traditions, and whether they 

value their own languages, cultures, and traditions, such as filial piety, religions, 

holidays, food, drinks, and clothes, etc. Sixth, ethnic conflicts refers to the conflicts that 

the main characters encounter in their own ethnic groups. Seventh, ethnic influences 

refers to how the ethnic/Asian values influence the main characters’ internal and social 

identities. Are they positive or negative influences? Finally, American values versus 

Asian values records when the two values surface, do they clash and create conflicts or 

do they benefit the main characters?  

Reliability and Validity 

Reliability and validity are the fundamental questions of any research 

methodology; content analysis is no exception. Reliability is a function of the coder's 

skill and insight and the clarity of categories and coding rules used. According to 
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Krippendorff (1980, p. 130-154), three types of reliability are pertinent to content 

analysis: stability, reproducibility, and accuracy.  

Stability refers to the extent to which the results of content classification are 

invariant over time. Stability can be ascertained when the same content is coded more 

than once by the same coder. This is the measurement of the consistency of private 

understandings (Krippendorff, 1980).  

Reproducibility, or intercoder reliability, refers to the extent to which content 

classification produces the same results when the same text is coded by more than one 

coder. It is the reliability of shared understandings. The third form of reliability is 

accuracy, which means to which the classification of text corresponds to a standard or 

norm. Because standard codings are infrequently established for text, researchers 

seldom use accuracy in reliability assessment (Krippendorff, 1980) .Therefore, stability 

and reproducibility were considered in the present study. 

In order to establish both intracoder and intercoder reliabilities, the intracoder 

reliability was checked by comparing the codes which I applied one month apart. The 

intercoder reliability check was performed by me and a second coder, a Korean, who 

holds a doctor’s degree in education with specialty in education (Appendix C). The 

second coder analyzed three of the 15 books following my instruction. The analysis was 

recorded on the coding sheets, and the coding sheets for both coders were compared 

after both coders independently completed the process. By comparing and discussing 

the results with the second coder, I gained valuable information of her coding skill and 

the clarity for using the instruments (Appendix D). I modified the Identity Analysis 

Instrument and clarified a few definitions. For example, I changed one of the sub-
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questions from “Internal Conflicts vs. External Conflicts” to “Passive vs. Active Conflict-

resolving behaviors” since the main purpose of this subcategory was to discover 

whether the main characters resolved the conflicts passive or actively. I, moreover, 

rephrased the original term from “Eurocentric Values vs. Asian Values” to “American 

Values vs. Asian Values,” as the main goal of this subcategory was to focus on 

differences between the American and Asian value.  

Validity refers to "the extent to which an instrument is measuring what it is 

intended to measure. . . Content validity has most frequently been relied upon by 

content analysts" (Holsti, 1969, p. 142-143). Before developing the coding system used 

in this study, I conducted extensive research on Asian-American children’s and 

adolescent literature and an in-depth study of identity issues associated with Asian 

Americans. Moreover, I consulted interviews with the authors of the selected books and 

written documents about the authors and their works. After applying the coding system 

to several books, the results were studied to determine plausibility and consistency with 

the information derived from other studies of Asian Americans in children’s and 

adolescent literature. I also studied the results to determine whether the categories for 

analysis had been adequate for answering the questions investigated in the study. 

Limitations  

Two main limitations were found in this study. First, in the screening process, 

some children’s and adolescent books that portray Asian Americans might have been 

missed. Secondly, data derived from the selected books were subjective to a certain 

degree because each reader has different interpretations about the same texts. Each 

reader uses his or her experiences, knowledge, self-images, and identities to 
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understand texts (Rosenblatt, 1978; Sipe & Beach, 2001). Therefore, the following 

methods were adopted to ensure the objectivity of the study: 

1. Comparing the results with the second coder 

2. Conducting an extensive research on Asian-American children’s and 

adolescent literature and an in-depth study of identity issues associated with Asian 

Americans 

3. Consulting interviews with the authors of the selected books and written 

documents about the authors and their works ensured the objectivity of the study.  

Data Analysis and Evaluation 

I began the analysis by closely examining each book. First, I used the Character 

Analysis Instrument to help me understand and analyze the main characters, such as 

their physical traits, social status, education level, and personality traits. Next, I used the 

categories and subcategories listed on the Identity Analysis Instrument to pull out 

detailed information from each book. I identified and marked each sentence related to 

identity issues. Using the instrument as coding sheets, I typed all of the exact sentences 

directly onto the sheets (Appendix E). As I read each coding sheets, I highlighted 

important keywords and wrote down important patterns and themes in notebooks as 

they were identified. I created one notebook for each book to track important patterns, 

and therefore, there were 15 notebooks. Based on the notebooks, I created index cards 

and tables to compare the instances and organize ideas. I analyzed and compared 

emerging themes and patterns and provided a descriptive analysis with some 

distributions and percentages.   
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

This chapter reports the results of the content analysis in three parts, 

corresponding to the three main research questions outlined in Chapter 3. Below, the 

research questions are restated, together with individual analysis under each main 

question. The chapter concludes with a summary of the results.  

Main Research Question 1 

How is personal internal identity portrayed in the books? For the first main 

research question, the following four sub-questions were used to help guide the 

analysis for personal internal identity: 

1. Self-identification: 

 How do the main characters perceive themselves?  

2. Internal conflicts: 

 How are the internal conflicts portrayed? What are those conflicts?  

3. Passive vs. active conflict-resolving behaviors: 

How do the main characters resolve the conflicts between internal wishes, 

preferences, or desires and external expectations or social norms? Do they 

demonstrate passive or active conflict-resolving behaviors?  

4. Self-discovery: 

Do the main characters discover their own voice and path in life?  

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.1 display personal internal identity 

as identified in the books. Across the fifteen books, there are 200 instances.  
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Table 4.1  

Frequencies of Personal Internal Identity 

 Number Percentage 

Self-identification 43 21.50% 

Internal Conflicts 99 49.50% 

Passive vs. Active Conflict-resolving Behaviors 41 20.50% 

Self-discovery 17 8.50% 

 
The findings reveal that internal conflicts is most expressed by the main 

characters (49.50%). The second most frequently expressed is self-identification 

(21.50%). The next are passive versus active conflict-resolving behaviors (20.50%) and 

self-discovery (8.50%). 

The following four tables, Tables 4.2-4.5, further discuss frequencies, themes, 

and patterns of these four subcategories. Some are preceded by additional commentary 

and analysis. 

Table 4.2  

Frequencies of Self-identification 

Title Self-identification Frequency 

American Born Chinese 2 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 

Flowers from Mariko 1 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 3 

Kira-Kira 3 

Love as Strong as Ginger 1 

This Next New Year 1 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 4.2 (continued). 

Title Self-identification Frequency 

Project Mulberry 3 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 5 

A Step from Heaven 5 

Suki’s Kimono 3 

Wait for Me 4 

Weedflower 3 

When the Emperor Was Divine 4 

The Year of the Dog 5 

Total 43 

 
Frequency counts in Table 4.2 display self-identification as identified in the 

books. The data reveal that most of the authors start the stories with the main 

characters expressing their confusions about who they are. The protagonists, torn 

between two worlds, constantly question their identities; they inquire about their unique 

names, distinct physical appearances, and different lifestyles. Their identity confusions 

are aptly conveyed when they are perplexed about their names. In A Step from Heaven 

(2001), Young Ju’s teacher calls her Young instead of Young Ju on the first day of 

school. Upon hearing that, Young Ju pulls on her father’s shirt, complaining, “My name 

is not Young. It is Young Ju” (p. 29). Her father responds, “‘In school you are only 

Young. Mi Gook people will have too much trouble saying all the syllables. It is better to 

keep it simple for them’” (p. 29). At the beginning of The Year of the Dog (2006), Grace 

Lin faces similar confusions on the first day of school: 

On my first day of school, the teacher asked me, “What is your name?” Right 
away, I said, “Pacy Lin!” But she looked at her roster and shook her head. She 
said, “No, no, no. You’re a big girl now; you don’t go by that name anymore. It 
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says here your name is Grace.” I didn’t understand, but I just nodded my head. I 
knew I shouldn’t tell the teacher she was wrong, but I kept thinking she had made 
a mistake. Maybe the teacher had me mixed up with another girl and I was 
supposed to be somewhere else. Maybe she was me and I was her. How could I 
find her? (p. 28-29) 

 
Understandably, while coping with two different worlds, the protagonists usually 

start to question who they are in such situations. In Project Mulberry (2005), Julia Song, 

though not hating being a Korean, does not want to pick silkworms as a Wiggle project 

since they are too Korean. She is reluctant to participate in a too Asian project because 

she is afraid that other people might perceive it as something strange. She does not 

want kids to yell “Chinka-chinka-chinaman” at her (p. 30). Instead, she prefers a “nice, 

normal, All-American, red-white-and-blue kind of project” (p. 30). 

Correspondingly, Mina, living under a lot of stress and pressure in Wait for Me 

(2006), constantly wonders who she is and what she wants. While listening to Ysarel’s 

music, she contemplates such questions:  

Ysarel’s playing held such a longing. To be in this world, to hold on to this life. He 
played with his heart. And where was mine? I had buried it so long ago. Buried it 
under all of Uhmma’s dreams for me. Buried it under all the lies I told to live up to 
those expectations. When had what Uhmma wanted become more important 
than what I wanted? Did I even know what that was anymore? (p. 72) 

Sammy Lee in Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds(2005) and Suki in Suki’s 

Kimono (2003), on the contrary, are the only two protagonists who not only know who 

they are from the beginning of the stories but also continue to be themselves regardless 

of external pressure and challenges. Obstacles and discrimination never diminish 

Sammy’s passion for diving. He works hard and persists over sixteen years in order to 

honor his father’s wishes for him to become a doctor while still staying true to his own 

dream.  
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In Suki’s Kimono (2003), Suki treasures the kimono from her grandmother so 

much that she decides to wear it to school. Even though she is questioned and made 

fun of the way she dresses, she continues to be a plucky girl. She shares with the whole 

class how her grandmother gives her the kimono and their special adventure together at 

the cultural festival.  

Frequency counts in Table 4.3 display internal conflicts as identified in the books. 

The findings reveal that in the personal internal identity section, internal conflicts 

(49.50%) is most expressed by the main characters (See Table 4.1).  

Table 4.3  

Frequencies of Internal Conflicts 

Title Internal Conflict Frequency 

American Born Chinese 5 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 1 

Flowers from Mariko 6 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 2 

Kira-Kira 8 

Love as Strong as Ginger 1 

This Next New Year 0 

Project Mulberry 4 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 5 

A Step from Heaven 12 

Suki’s Kimono 2 

Wait for Me 12 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 4.3 (continued). 

Title Internal Conflict Frequency 

Weedflower 25 

When the Emperor Was Divine 4 

The Year of the Dog 12 

Total 99 

 
In Weedflower (2006) and Flower from Mariko (2001), World War II challenges 

their identities, resulting in internal conflicts and changes in their behaviors and values. 

Mariko’s powerful exclamation in Flower from Mariko (2001) reveals how the war inflicts 

a great deal of conflicts on her. “‘Just because I look like the enemy doesn’t mean I am,’ 

she had told her mother angrily. ‘I am American. I was born right here in Los Angeles’” 

(unpaged). Likewise, having been treated unfairly, Sumiko in Weedflower (2006) 

experiences a series of inner battles: 

White people stood outside the stores, just staring the Japanese. The staring 
made Sumiko feel haji, as if she’d done something wrong, but also a little anger, 
because she knew she hadn’t done anything wrong. She knew-because Jiichan 
had once told her so-that the haji she felt was from her Japanese side and the 
anger she felt was from her American side. (p. 100) 

In When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), the girl and the boy begin to detest 

their appearances, their “black hair, yellow skin, slanted eyes,” and their “cruel faces of 

the enemy” (p. 120). They are conflicted about their own identities because they live in 

two worlds of Japanese and American. 

Moreover, the protagonists’ inability to speak their native language causes their 

identity crises. Grace Lin in The Year of the Dog (2006) encounters one of the biggest 

conflicts in the book because she cannot speak Chinese or Taiwanese. Other Chinese 
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girls call her “Twinkies,” as they perceive her as a Chinese who has been Americanized 

(p. 101). To them, she is “yellow on the outside but white on the inside” (p. 101). The 

clash between the girls and her leads to her internal battles. While crying over the 

conflicts, Grace complains to her mother, “‘It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, 

and to Chinese people, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?”’ (p. 

106). Likewise, in A Step from Heaven (2001) Young Ju struggles with her identity 

because of the language dilemma. She argues, “‘I do not understand why I have to 

speak Korean at home so I will not forget where I come from. Why did we move to 

America if I am to speak English only at school?’” (p. 53).  

Across the 15 books, another factor which triggers the main characters’ internal 

conflicts is the parents’ high expectations. Mina’s mother in Wait for Me (2006) pushes 

her so hard that she hates her mother for “all the pressure she puts on [her], for all the 

times she [brags] and [holds] [her] out like some show pony” (p. 53). In Sixteen Years in 

Sixteen Seconds (2005), Sammy fights with his father several times since his father 

wants him to be a doctor and earn people’s respect, but he wants to follow his heart and 

become an Olympic champion. In addition, Jin Wang in American Born Chinese (2006) 

has to ask his friend, Wei-Chen, to lie to his parents for him so that he can go out with a 

girl because he is forbidden to date until he has master’s degree.  

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.4 display passive and active 

conflict-resolving behaviors as identified in the books. The results indicate that, on the 

basis of the total forty-one occurrences, passive conflict-resolving behaviors constitute 

51.22%. Approximately half of the selected books, including American Born Chinese 

(2006), Wait for Me (2006), Apple Pie Fourth of July (2002), When the Emperor Was 
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Divine (202), Flowers from Mariko (2001), Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001), and Love 

as Strong as Ginger (1999), do not place emphasis on the main characters’ active role 

in resolving conflicts or problems.   

In other words, only half of the main characters adopt active approaches to 

improving difficult situations and solving problems. One of the most strong-willed 

characters is Sammy in Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005). The story presents 

his determination and resolve toward accomplishing his goals in life. For instance, since 

he can only use the local pool one day a week, he digs a sandpit and installs a diving 

board above it so that he can practice diving every day in the sandpit. He also studies 

hard to get accepted into a special United States Army medical training program. After 

16 years of struggling and dedication, he finally becomes an Olympic diver and a 

doctor.  

Table 4.4  

Frequencies of Passive and Active Conflict-resolving Behaviors 

 
Conflict-resolving Behavior Frequency 

Title Passive Active 

American Born Chinese 1 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 2 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 

Kira-Kira 0 4 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 2 

Project Mulberry 1 2 

  
(table continues) 
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Table 4.4 (continued). 

 
Conflict-resolving Behavior Frequency 

Title Passive Active 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 0 5 

A Step from Heaven 3 2 

Suki’s Kimono 0 1 

Wait for Me 6 0 

Weedflower 4 1 

When the Emperor Was Divine 3 0 

The Year of the Dog 1 3 

Subtotal for Column 21 20 

Grand Total 
 

41 

Percentage 51.22% 48.78% 

 
Young Ju, the heroine in A Step from Heaven (2001), undergoes a remarkable 

transformation. At the beginning of the story, she is verbally as well as physically 

abused by her father, and he slaps her when she challenges his authority. Even after 

her father hits her mother, leaving her crying on the floor, Young Ju still remains silent 

like a “shameful mouse” and sits quietly “as a shadow by her [mother’s] side” (p. 96). 

After a series of verbal and physical abuse incidents, Young Ju finally stands up not 

only for herself but also for her mother. She chooses not to be a victim anymore and 

speaks up. Hearing her father battering her mother again, she picks up the phone and 

dials 911 to ask for help. 

But I am not a child anymore. I do not have time to wait for God. There is only 
me. Stop it. Stop it. This is enough. I pick up the phone and raise it to my ear. 
“Please,” I whisper and take a gulp of air. “Send help.” (p. 139) 
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Similarly, Katie in Kira-Kira (2004) matures significantly as the story progresses; 

she starts off as a naïve child, but she learns, adapts, and transforms into a resilient girl 

at the end. She takes care of both her younger brother and her sick older sister. She 

cleans the house and learns to cook because her parents work long hours to pay 

medical bills. Katie’s maturity is even more evident when her father’s car is pulled over, 

and he is being questioned by a sheriff on suspicion of wrecking Mr. Lyndon’s car.  

My father hesitated. I’d never felt before that I had to protect my father. But now I 
needed to protect him against this man. The only thing I could think to say was, 
“We’re on our way to eat tacos!” (p. 211) 

In this instance, Katie is not a child anymore; she transforms from a sheltered kid to a 

protector.  

Mina, in Wait for Me (2006) on the other hand, is depicted as the most passive 

figure among all of the protagonists. Rather than revealing the truth to her parents, she 

lies about her grades and about going to Harvard. She steals money from her family’s 

dry cleaning store so that she can leave home one day. Yet the more lies she 

fabricates, the deeper she slips into this quicksand of lies. She confesses to her friend, 

Ysrael, “‘Sometimes I feel so lost. I don’t know what I’m doing. I’ve been living with all 

these lies for so long. I can’t tell what’s real anymore’” (p. 127). Even though Ysreal 

encourages her to “stop hiding and live [her] own life,” she never takes positive action to 

change her life (p. 114). 

Frequency counts in Table 4.5 display self-discovery as identified in the books. 

The results indicate that only seven books present that through a series of struggles 

and dedication, the main characters finally discover who they are and what they want. 

For example, in The Next New Year (2000), the boy comments, “And all day tomorrow, 

Lunar New year’s Day, I will not say one awful thing, none of that can’t do, don’t have, 
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why me because this is it a fresh start, my second chance, and I have so many dreams, 

so many dreams I’m ready now to make come true” (unpaged). 

Table 4.5  

Frequencies of Self-discovery 

Title Self-discovery Frequency 

American Born Chinese 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 

Kira-Kira 2 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 

This Next New Year 2 

Project Mulberry 1 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 5 

A Step from Heaven 2 

Suki’s Kimono 1 

Wait for Me 0 

Weedflower 0 

When the Emperor Was Divine 0 

The Year of the Dog 4 

Total 17 

 
Moreover, The Year of the Dog (2006) follows Grace’s journey to self-discovery 

through the Year of the Dog. Through the course of the year, she tries to figure out who 

she is, discover her strengths, and learn what she wants to do with her life. Along the 

way, Grace manages to understand the difference between being Chinese and 

Taiwanese, comprehend why there are no important Chinese characters in school plays 
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or books, and make sense of certain strange family customs. With the end of the year 

approaching, she enters a writing and illustrating contest and wins. Winning a contest 

inspires her to find her true calling which is to write and illustrate books. 

Suddenly, like the last piece of a puzzle fitting into place, I realized something. I 
was rich. And not only was I rich, I had won a prize. I had talent as an author and 
illustrator. I finally knew what I could do when I grew up-I could make books. 
When I grew up, I could have a whole shelf of books all written by me. I was 
lucky. Like a creamy chocolate in my mouth, a warm feeling melted through me. I 
smiled my biggest smile. “I found myself!”I told everyone. “I’m going to make 
books when I grow up.” (p.120) 

Main Research Question 2 

How is social external identity portrayed in the books? For the second main 

research question, the following seven sub-questions were used to help guide the 

analysis for social external identity:  

1. Social identification: 

How do the main characters define and position themselves in the dominant 

societal group? 

2. Social assimilation: 

 Are the main characters insiders or outsiders? 

3. Social interactions: 

How do the main characters interact with people outside their families or 

ethnic communities? 

4. Social perceptions: 

How do other people perceive the main characters? Do they have positive, 

neutral, or negative perceptions of the main characters? 
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5. Social awareness: 

Are the main characters aware of the social norms and external 

expectations? If so, what are those? 

6. Social conflicts: 

What kind of conflicts (conflict among the peers, conflict between the main 

characters and the environments, and conflict between the main characters 

and the society) do the main characters encounter?  

7. Social influences: 

How does the social environment influence the main characters’ internal and 

ethnic identities? 

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.6 display social external identity as 

identified in the books. Across the fifteen books, there are 206 instances.  

Table 4.6  

Frequencies of Social External Identity 

Factor Number Percentage 

Social Identification 10 4.98% 

Social Assimilation 17 8.46% 

Social Interactions 45 22.39% 

Social Perceptions 39 18.93% 

  (table continues) 
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Table 4.6 (continued). 

Factor Number Percentage 

Social Awareness 25 12.44% 

Social Conflicts 36 17.91% 

Social Influences 34 16.92% 

 
The findings reveal that social interactions is most expressed by the main 

characters (22.39%). The second most frequently expressed is social perceptions 

(18.93%). The next are social conflicts (17.91%), social influences (16.92%), social 

awareness (12.44%), social assimilation (8.46%), and social identification (4.98%).  

The following six tables, Tables 4.7-4.12, further depict frequencies, themes, and 

patterns of these subcategories. Some are preceded by additional commentary and 

analysis. 

Table 4.7  

Frequencies of Social-identification 

Title Social Identification Frequency 

American Born Chinese 1 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 

Flowers from Mariko 1 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 

Kira-Kira 1 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 4.7 (continued). 

Title Social Identification Frequency 

This Next New Year 0 

Project Mulberry 1 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 1 

A Step from Heaven 1 

Suki’s Kimono 0 

Wait for Me 0 

Weedflower 0 

When the Emperor Was Divine 2 

The Year of the Dog 2 

Total 10 

 
Frequency counts in Table 4.7 display social identification as identified in the 

books. It is interesting to notice that the protagonists usually do not start to wonder and 

then define who they are in the mainstream society until their identity is questioned or 

challenged by other people. For example, in When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), the 

mother reminds the boy and the girl that if anyone asks who they are, they need to 

respond that they are Chinese due to people’s animosity toward Japanese during the 

World War II. The boy nods and says, 

“Chinese,” he whispered. “I’m Chinese.” “And I,” said the girl,” am the Queen of 
Spain.” “In your dreams,” said the boy. “In my dreams,” said the girl, “I’m the 
King.” (p. 75) 

World War II also forces Mariko in Flower from Mariko (2001) to label herself in 

the context of the dominant society. She considers herself as an American even though 

the dominant group classifies her family and her as otherwise.  
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Furthermore, the constant prejudice and discrimination which Sammy in Sixteen 

Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005) has to experience remind him of who he is in the 

dominant society. After hard work and a series of sacrifices, he is finally qualified to be a 

member of the U.S. Olympic diving team. Nevertheless, right before the 10-meter 

platform event, he hears a rumor that since he is not white, there might be some 

prejudice against him. Rather than feeling discouraged,  

Sammy remained calm. “I’m going for the gold,” he told his teammates before 
climbing up the ladder. He no longer wanted to win just for himself. He wanted to 
win to prove that no one should be judged by the color of his or her skin. 
(unpaged) 

He is “the son of Korean immigrants, representing the United States at the Olympics” 

(unpaged). 

Frequency counts in Table 4.8 display social assimilation as identified in the 

books. The results show that the main characters either believe that they are outsiders 

or do not noticeably express whether they are part of the dominant groups or not.  

Table 4.8  

Frequencies of Social Assimilation 

  Social Assimilation Frequency 

Title Insider Outsider 

American Born Chinese 0 2 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 2 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 

Kira-Kira 0 3 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 

  
(table continues) 
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Table 4.8 (continued).  

  Social Assimilation Frequency 

Title Insider Outsider 

This Next New Year 0 0 

Project Mulberry 0 0 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 0 2 

A Step from Heaven 1 1 

Suki’s Kimono 0 0 

Wait for Me 0 0 

Weedflower 0 3 

When the Emperor Was Divine 0 2 

The Year of the Dog 0 1 

Total 1 16 

 
Jin Wang in American Born Chinese (2006) is isolated by American kids in 

school. He eats lunch alone on a school bench and gets made fun of by bullies. Sukimo 

in Weedflower (2006) describes vividly the pain of being alienated by White Americans. 

She feels humiliated after the White hostess realizes that she has invited her, a 

Japanese American, by mistake and has to ask her to leave the party.  

Like anyone, Sumiko had known momentary embarrassing moments, but right 
now she felt so overwhelmingly humiliated that it was as if nothing in her life 
would ever be the same again, as if everything she ever did-disbudding flowers, 
heating the water, cooking rice-would be different from now on. In the future she 
wouldn’t be Sumiko who was disbudding flowers, she would be Humiliated 
Sumiko disbudding flower. She wouldn’t be Sumiko heating water and cooking 
rice, she would be Humiliated Sumiko heating water and cooking rice. And right 
at this moment she wasn’t just Sumiko sitting alone on this bench, she was 
Humiliated Sumiko. (p. 38) 

A Step from Heaven (2001), on the contrary, is the only book which clearly 

depicts how the heroine, Young Ju, actively interacts with a White family. When she 
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walks across the podium and receives her certificate, it is not her own family members 

but “Amanda and her parents [who] clap loudly as [she] walks to the front to shake the 

principal’s hand” (p. 118). She maintains a very positive relationship with the family, 

which can be seen when the family drops her off after Amanda’s birthday party. 

“I’m really glad you got to come, Young,” Amanda says and bumps her shoulder 
against mine. “Happy birthday, Amanda.” I give her a quick hug. I gather up my 
towel and goody bag, then lean forward to thanks Amanda’s parents. “Thank you 
for the ride, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle.” Mrs. Doyle turns in her seat and reaches back 
to hold my hand. “No problem, Young. It was wonderful to have you at the party. 
Have a good night” (p. 107) 

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.9 display social interactions and 

social conflicts as identified in the books. As shown in Table 4.9, the social conflicts 

subcategory is included so as to aptly analyze social interactions depicted in the 

selected books. The data demonstrate that the percentage of positive social interactions 

is almost the same as that of negative social interactions.  

Table 4.9  

Frequencies of Social Interactions and Social Conflicts 

 
Social Interactions and Social Conflicts Frequency 

Title Positive Neutral 

Negative 

(Social Conflicts) 

American Born Chinese 0 1 4 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 1 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 0 4 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 0 

Kira-Kira 6 1 4 

   
(table continues) 
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Table 4.9 (continued). 

 
Social Interactions and Social Conflicts Frequency 

Title Positive Neutral 

Negative 

(Social Conflicts) 

Love as Strong as Ginger 1 0 0 

This Next New Year 2 0 0 

Project Mulberry 6 1 3 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 4 0 4 

A Step from Heaven 6 0 0 

Suki’s Kimono 1 1 1 

Wait for Me 1 0 0 

Weedflower 3 3 8 

When the Emperor Was Divine 1 3 7 

The Year of the Dog 3 0 1 

Subtotal for Column 34 11 36 

Grand Total 
  

81 

Percentage 41.98% 13.58% 44.44% 

 
Although Weedflower (2006), When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), and Flower 

from Mariko (2001) take place during World War II during which constant negative 

social interactions appear, there are still several positive social interactions among the 

other books. For instance, the importance of positive cross-cultural bonds is evident in 

Project Mulberry (2005), in which Julia Song and her friend Patrick, a White American 

boy, work well together as a team for a project at the state fair. They are very good 

friends for a long time, so “when one of [them] is mad, the other almost always knows it 

without asking” (p. 28). 
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In Weedflower (2006), moreover, Sumiko is friends with an Indian guy, Frank, 

who at the end encourages her to leave the camp and open her own flower shop. She is 

afraid to go back to the real society since she believes “they [will] be starting all over 

again to make their way in a hostile land” (249). He disagrees and says, “You should 

leave. You shouldn’t live here. . . Your [future] is somewhere else” (246), for he always 

believes that Sumiko does not “need white people to tell [her] it’s okay to own a flower 

shop” (p. 217). 

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.10 display social perceptions as 

identified in the books. The results indicate that negative social perceptions are the 

highest ranking and neutral social perceptions are the next. The reason is that the time 

period of When the Emperor Was Divine (2002) and Weedflower (2006) is during World 

War II. During that period, a lot of Non-Japanese Americans have negative perceptions 

on Japanese Americans.  

Table 4.10  

Frequencies of Social Perceptions 

 Social Perceptions Frequency 

Title Positive Neutral Negative 

American Born Chinese 0 2 7 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 0 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 0 

Kira-Kira 0 1 3 

   
(table continues) 
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Table 4.10 (continued). 

 Social Perceptions Frequency 

Title Positive Neutral Negative 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 0 0 

Project Mulberry 0 0 2 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 2 0 0 

A Step from Heaven 4 1 0 

Suki’s Kimono 0 0 2 

Wait for Me 0 1 0 

Weedflower 0 2 5 

When the Emperor Was Divine 0 0 4 

The Year of the Dog 1 1 1 

Subtotal for Column 7 8 24 

Grand Total 
  

39 

Percentage 17.95% 20.51% 61.54% 

 
In When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), Non-Japanese Americans consider 

Japanese Americans as “dangerous” people whom “could never be trusted” (p. 120) 

and therefore are not “happy to learn [they] [have] come back into town” (p. 107). Even 

Indians have wrong impressions of Japanese Americans. One of the lanky boys 

comments, “‘My brother said that Japs are all farmers’. . . ‘They’re wasteful,’. . . ‘They 

threw food out all the time!’” (p. 121-122). 
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The story of Kira-Kira (2004) takes place in 1950s during which Japanese 

Americans still face prejudice and discrimination. Lynn explains to Katie how Japanese 

Americans are perceived. 

“Haven’t you noticed that Mom and Dad’s only friends are Japanese?” Lynn 
asked. “I guess so.” That’s because the rest of the people are ignoring them. 
They think we’re like doormats—or ants or something! (p. 50-51) 

In American Born Chinese (2006), American students have misconceptions of 

Chinese people. When introduced to the rest of the class on the first day, Jin Wang 

experiences one of his social conflicts. One of the American students comments, “‘My 

momma says Chinese people eat dogs”’ (p. 31). Even the teacher makes similar 

mistakes and responds, “‘Now be nice, Timmy! I am sure Jin doesn’t do that! In fact, 

Jin’s family probably stopped that sort of thing as soon as they came to the United 

States’” (p 31).The truth of the matter is that Jin Wang has been living in the United 

States his whole life and has just recently moved to a new home from San Francisco. 

Frequency counts in Table 4.11 display social awareness as identified in the 

books. The results indicate that compared with the selected children’s picture books1

  

, 

the chosen adolescent books, including Weedflower (2006), Project Mulberry (2005), 

Kira-Kira (2004), When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), and A Step From Heaven 

(2001) depict much more frequently whether the protagonists are aware of social norms 

or not. Approximately 85% of the instances occur in the selected adolescent books. For 

example, the main characters are conscious of how different racial groups behave 

around one another.  

                                                
1 See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the classification of the selected books. 
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Table 4.11  

Frequencies of Social Awareness 

Title Social Awareness Frequency 

American Born Chinese 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 2 

Flowers from Mariko 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 

Kira-Kira 3 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 

This Next New Year 1 

Project Mulberry 6 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 1 

A Step from Heaven 2 

Suki’s Kimono 0 

Wait for Me 0 

Weedflower 4 

When the Emperor Was Divine 5 

The Year of the Dog 1 

Total 25 

 
Julia in Project Mulberry (2005) comments, “The kids were all friendly with each 

other, in class and after school and on sports teams, but the black kids pretty much 

hung out together in one group” (p. 65). Likewise, Sammy in Sixteen Years in Sixteen 

Seconds (2005), though only 12 years old, is aware that he is only allowed to use the 

public pool on Wednesdays, as he is not White. 
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In order to survive during World War II, the boy and the girl in When the Emperor 

Was Divine (2002) know that they need to follow the rules. They cannot “converse on 

the telephone in Japanese . . . and [cannot] greet in the Japanese manner by bowing” 

(p. 83-84). In addition, they cannot “walk down the street in groups of more than three, 

or gather in restaurants in groups of more than five” (p. 122). Similar regulations are 

imposed on the Japanese-American community in Weedflower (2006); they need to 

burn all their Japanese books and magazines and anything else which “seems un-

American” (p. 48). 

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.12 display social influences as 

identified in the books.  

Table 4.12  

Frequencies of Social Influences 

 
Social Influences Frequency 

Title Positive Negative 

American Born Chinese 0 1 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 4 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 

Kira-Kira 0 0 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 0 

Project Mulberry 0 1 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 3 0 

  
(table continues) 
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Table 4.12 (continued). 

 
Social Influences Frequency 

Title Positive Negative 

A Step from Heaven 5 0 

Suki’s Kimono 0 0 

Wait for Me 3 0 

Weedflower 2 9 

When the Emperor Was Divine 0 5 

The Year of the Dog 1 0 

Subtotal for Column 14 20 

Grand Total  34 

Percentage 41.18% 58.82% 

 
Understandably, World War II has a traumatic impact on the Japanese-American 

protagonists. The war tarnishes their ethnic identity, as they feel ashamed of being 

Japanese, ashamed of not being “American” enough. More importantly, the war 

destroys their internal identity, leaving them emotionally and mentally depleted. In the 

internment camp, they have nothing to do but wait.  

The ultimate boredom wasn’t dread of the next year or of what the government 
might do next; it was dread of your mind, dread of the next day, the next hour, 
the net minute. You could lose your mind at any time. Like one morning, for no 
good reason, Sumiko actually stomped on a butterfly that landed in the dust. 
(Kadohata, 2006, p. 127) 

Before the evacuation, Sumiko wants to own a flower shop someday and to be 

surrounded by flowers each day. Unfortunately, the war has made her dream seem to 

be “no longer within reach for her. Her dream [is] gone” (p. 116). 
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Conversely, in Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005), Sammy’s dream of 

becoming a diver is accomplished thanks to the positive influence of his coach, Jim 

Ryan, whose advice helps improve his dives tremendously. Since Sammy can only use 

the local pool one day a week, his coach tells him to dig a sandpit and install a diving 

board above it so that he can practice diving every day in the sandpit. 

Amanda in A Step from Heaven (2001) is another American character who has 

remarkably positive influences on the heroine, Young Ju, for Amanda is not only her 

best friend, but also “the only person who lets [her] ask questions and be someone 

other than a good Korean daughter” (p. 52). 

Main Research Question 3 

How is ethnic identity portrayed in the books? For the third main research 

question, the following eight sub-questions were used to help guide the analysis for 

ethnic identity:  

1. Ethnic identification: 

How do the main characters define and position themselves in their own 

ethnic groups? 

2. Ethnic assimilation: 

Do the main characters feel that they belong to their own families or ethnic 

groups? 

3. Ethnic interactions: 

How do the main characters interact with their family members and their own 

ethnic members? 
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4. Ethnic perceptions: 

How do the main characters’ family members or ethnic members perceive 

them? Do they have positive, neutral, or negative perceptions of the main 

characters? 

5. Ethnic awareness: 

Are the main characters aware of their own languages, cultures, and 

traditions? Do the main characters value their own languages, cultures, and 

traditions, such as filial piety, religions, holidays, food, drinks, and clothes, 

etc?  

6. Ethnic conflicts: 

What kind of conflicts do the main characters encounter in their families or 

their own ethnic groups? 

7. Ethnic influences: 

How do the ethnic/Asian values influence the main characters’ internal and 

social identities?  

8. American values vs. Asian values: 

When American values and Asian values surface, do they clash and create 

conflicts or do they benefit the main characters? 

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.13 display ethnic identity as 

identified in the books. Across the fifteen books, there are 389 instances.  
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Table 4.13  

Frequencies of Ethnic Identity 

 Number Percentage 

Ethnic identification 11 2.83% 

Ethnic Assimilation 17 4.37% 

Ethnic Interactions 96 24.68% 

Ethnic Perceptions 33 8.48% 

Ethnic Awareness 54 13.88% 

Ethnic Conflicts 55 14.14% 

Ethnic influences 76 19.54% 

American Values vs. Asian Values 47 12.08% 

 
The findings in Table 4.13 reveal that ethnic interactions is most expressed by 

characters (24.68%). The second most frequently expressed is ethnic influences 

(19.54%). The next are ethnic conflicts (14.14%), ethnic awareness (13.88%), American 

values vs. Asian values (12.08%), ethnic perceptions (8.48%), ethnic assimilation 

(4.37%), and ethnic identification (2.83%). 

The following seven tables, Tables 4.14-4.20, further discuss frequencies, 

themes, and patterns of these subcategories. Some are preceded by additional 

commentary and analysis. 

Frequency counts in Table 4.14 display ethnic-identification as identified in the 

books. Table 4.14 shows that nearly two third of the protagonists acknowledge their 

ethnic identity. For instance, in The Next New Year (2000), the boy identifies that he is 

half Korean, “I call it [the lunar new year] Chinese New Year even though I am half 
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Korean and my mother cooks duk gook, the Korean new Year soup” (unpaged). In Kira-

Kira (2004), Katie recognizes not only her ethnic identity but also the definition of being 

poor from the Japanese perspective:  

We were poor, but in the way Japanese are poor, meaning we never borrowed 
money from anyone, period. Meaning once a year we bought as many fifty-pound 
bags of rice as we could afford, and we didn’t get nervous again about money 
until we reached our last bag. Nothing went to waste in our house. (p. 16) 

In The Year of the Dog (2006), Grace identifies herself as both Chinese and 

American. She calls herself both Pacy, her American name, and Grace, her Chinese 

name.   

Table 4.14  

Frequencies of Ethnic-identification 

Title Ethnic-identification Frequency 

American Born Chinese 1 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 

Kira-Kira 1 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 

This Next New Year 1 

Project Mulberry 1 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 1 

A Step from Heaven 2 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 4.14 (continued). 

Title Ethnic-identification Frequency 

Suki’s Kimono 0 

Wait for Me 0 

Weedflower 1 

When the Emperor Was Divine 1 

The Year of the Dog 2 

Total 11 

 
Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.15 display ethnic assimilation as 

identified in the books. On the whole, the main characters’ feeling like either an insider 

or an outsider in their own ethnic community appears to be equally represented in the 

books.  

Table 4.15  

Frequencies of Ethnic Assimilation 

  Ethnic Assimilation Frequency 

  Insider Outsider 

American Born Chinese 2 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 1 0 

Kira-Kira 2 0 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 0 

Project Mulberry 0 0 

  
(table continues) 
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Table 4.15 (continued). 

  Ethnic Assimilation Frequency 

  Insider Outsider 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 0 0 

A Step from Heaven 0 1 

Suki’s Kimono 0 0 

Wait for Me 0 2 

Weedflower 1 3 

When the Emperor Was Divine 0 1 

The Year of the Dog 2 2 

Subtotal for Column 8 9 

Grand Total 
 

17 

Percentage 47.06% 52.94% 

 
Both Jin in American Born Chinese (2006) and Grace in the Year of the Dog 

(2006) become very good friends with people from their own ethnic group. Grace and 

Melody, for example, become best friends. “Like two chopsticks, we were always 

together. She came over to my house or I went over to hers” (34).   

Unfortunately, World War II alienates family members. Both Weedflower (2006) 

and When the Emperor Was Divine (2002) indicate that when the protagonists face 

evacuation and internment, their family relations in their new lives are challenged. 

Before evacuation, Sumiko in Weedflower (2006) feels that she has a close family, as 

they work and eat together. In the camp, nevertheless, she does not believe that they 

are like a family. She sometimes hardly even talks to her aunt and her cousins, Bull and 

Ichiro.  
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Likewise, in When the Emperor Was Divine (2002), the girl does not hang out 

with her family members. She appears to readers to be always in a rush, leaving the 

barracks early in the morning and returning very late at night. She does not eat her 

meals with her brother or her mother anymore. One day the brother sees her “standing 

in line at the mess hall in her Panama hat and she hardly [seems] to recognize him at 

all” (p. 92).  

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.16 display ethnic interactions and 

ethnic conflicts as identified in the books.  

Table 4.16  

Frequencies of Ethnic Interactions and Ethnic Conflicts 

 
Ethnic Interactions and Ethnic Conflicts Frequency 

 Positive Neutral 

Negative 

(Ethnic Conflicts) 

American Born Chinese 3 0 6 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 2 0 4 

Flowers from Mariko 8 0 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 15 0 1 

Kira-Kira 13 3 3 

Love as Strong as Ginger 10 1 0 

This Next New Year 0 1 0 

Project Mulberry 1 0 6 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 0 0 4 

A Step from Heaven 6 0 11 

Suki’s Kimono 4 0 2 

Wait for Me 3 0 14 

Weedflower 13 1 0 

   
(table continues) 
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Table 4.16 (continued). 

 
Ethnic Interactions and Ethnic Conflicts Frequency 

 Positive Neutral 

Negative 

(Ethnic Conflicts) 

When the Emperor Was Divine 6 1 1 

The Year of the Dog 3 2 3 

Subtotal for Column 87 9 55 

Grand Total 
  

151 

Percentage 57.62% 5.96% 36.42% 

 
As shown in Table 4.16, the ethnic conflicts subcategory is included in order to 

aptly analyze ethnic interactions depicted in the selected books. The results reveal that 

the percentage of positive ethnic interactions is much higher than that of negative ethnic 

interactions. For instance, the main theme of Kira-Kira (2004) is the loving relationship 

between Katie and her older sister, Lynn. Their relationship serves to emphasize the 

theme of family bonds of the togetherness and love that this family obviously shares. 

Unfortunately, Lynn becomes ill, and Katie is the one who takes care of her and forces 

her to swallow the pills when Lynn is being stubborn. In her opinion, individuals need to 

“steel” themselves to a lot of things when their family member is really sick, so she is 

“going to give Lynn every chance to get better no matter how miserable it [makes] her” 

(p. 172). 

Another heart-warming story about sisterhood is from Wait for Me (2006), in 

which Mina takes care of her sister, Suna, and protects her. After running away from 

home, Mina still returns for Suna because she cannot abandon her sister. She has to 

know that her sister will be all right when she finally leaves.  
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In Weedflower (2006), although Sumiko loses her parents, her grandfather, 

uncle, aunt, and cousins make sure that she knows that she is not alone and that she 

still has a family. 

They’d [Bull and Ichiro] built it [the canoe] for her seventh birthday, when she was 
still crying all the time about her parents’ death. They’d painted the canoe blue, 
and when it rained hard and the long, sloping road nearby flooded, her cousins 
took her and baby Tak-Tak out in the boat and they drifted downhill for miles, 
surrounded by soaking flower farms. Sumiko remembered that Bull smiled as he 
saw her laughing and that she’d known right then she still had a family. (p. 236) 

 
Furthermore, approximately half of the selected books, including The Year of the 

Dog (2006), Weedflower (2006), Suki’s Kimono (2003), A Step from Heaven (2001), 

Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001), and Love as Strong as Ginger (1999), portray the 

interactions between the protagonists and their grandparents. The grandparents, when 

present, play an important role in explaining or passing on knowledge, traditions, and 

cultures to the main characters. For example, in Suki’s Kimono (2003), Suki and her 

obachan (grandmother) go to a festival and before they leave, 

Suki and her obachan stopped at a souvenir stand. There were many things to 
choose from, but her obachan found the prettiest thing of all – a handkerchief of 
pale pink linen, decorated with tiny maple leaves and cherry blossoms. When 
she gave it to Suki, she said, “This will help you remember our day.” (unpaged) 
 
Most of the main characters’ attitudes toward their parents are often described to 

be filial. The parents sometimes evaluate their children according to the traditional 

virtues, and consequently, conflicts occur within the family members. In A Step from 

Heaven (2001), Young Ju’s father does not like the situation where the children 

question his authority or disobey his orders. He slaps Young Ju because she does not 

listen to him and secretly sees her American friend, Amanda, behind his back.  
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Conflicts also take place when the parents impose their Asian ways of thinking 

on their children who are simultaneously being influenced by American culture. In Apple 

Pie Fourth of July (2002), the girl is not happy that their store still remains open on the 

Fourth of July. 

My parents do not understand all American things. They were not born here. 
Even though my father has lived here since he was twelve, even though my 
mother loves apple pie, I cannot expect them to know American do not eat 
Chinese food on the Fourth of July. (unpaged) 
 
Another cause of ethnic conflicts is the parents’ high expectations. Mina in Wait 

for Me (2006) complains that her mother makes her life difficult. All her life, her mother 

considers going to Harvard as the way to her future, so Mina has “to do things that [she] 

[does not] want to because of her” (p.114). Similarly, in Sixteen Years in Sixteen 

Seconds (2005), Sammy fights with his father several times since his father wants him 

to stop wasting his time with sports and concentrate on studies. Sammy does not 

understand why his father cannot support his dream of becoming an Olympic champion.  

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.17 display ethnic perceptions as 

identified in the books. The data indicate that positive ethnic perceptions are the highest 

ranking and negative ethnic perceptions are the next. The reason being, the 

protagonists’ parents usually have very high hopes for them and believe that the 

children can surpass what they have achieved. In A Step from Heaven (2001), Young 

Ju’s mother believes that she can succeed in the United States and have a different life 

than hers. She replies to Young Ju, “‘Your life can be different, Young Ju. Study and be 

strong. In America, women have choices’” (p. 129). 
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Table 4.17  

Frequencies of Ethnic Perceptions 

 Ethnic Perceptions Frequencies 

Title Positive Neutral Negative 

American Born Chinese 1 0 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 0 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 1 0 0 

Kira-Kira 4 1 1 

Love as Strong as Ginger 1 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 0 0 

Project Mulberry 0 0 0 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 2 0 0 

A Step from Heaven 5 0 4 

Suki’s Kimono 0 0 0 

Wait for Me 2 0 3 

Weedflower 2 2 0 

When the Emperor Was Divine 1 0 0 

The Year of the Dog 1 0 2 

Subtotal for Column 20 3 10 

Grand Total 
  

33 

Percentage 60.61% 9.09% 30.30% 

 
Likewise, the girl’s grandmother in Love as Strong as Ginger (1999) is confident 

that the girl “is strong enough to do other things. . . to become whatever [she] dreams” 
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(unpaged). Moreover, Katie’s father and sister in Kira-Kira (2004) love her and are 

always proud of her. She says, “Our father had always thought we were quite amazing, 

and Lynn, of course, had always thought I was perfect” (p. 50). 

Interestingly, contrary to Katie’s father in Kira-Kira (2004), Young Ju’s father in A 

Step From Heaven (2001) looks down upon her because she is a girl. According to the 

traditional Asian culture, boys are more valuable than girls, as boys will carry on the 

family name and bring honor and wealth to the family. Influence by this traditional 

gender-based discrimination, Young Ju’s father does not think she will accomplish 

anything significant in her life. When Young Ju asserts that she can also be president 

like her brother, her father laughs at her comment and responds, “You are a girl, Young 

Ju’’ (p. 38). 

Frequency counts in Table 4.18 display ethnic awareness as identified in the 

books. The results reveal that though living in the United States, the protagonists still 

observe Asian cultures and traditions. They are strongly aware of traditional family 

values and structures. For instance, before the arrival of Chinese New Year, Taiwanese 

people need to clean the house, cut hair, and put up New Year decorations. Moreover, 

“it’s very important that the New Year tray is filled with candy. If it’s full of sweet things, it 

means your year will be full of sweet things” (Lin, 2006, p. 3). Similarly, New Year is the 

biggest holiday of the year for the Japanese (Kadohata, 2004). In Kira-Kira (2004), Mrs. 

Muramoto holds a big party every year. She serves sake and mocha and a couple 

dozen different snacks. They usually stay until about ten and then go home. Just before 

dawn, Katie gets up and writes down her hatsuyume, first dream of the New Year. Then 

they meet the other families and go to the empty lot nearby with their lawn chairs to 
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watch the sunrise. Watching the first sunrise is the traditional way to celebrate New 

Year in Japan.  

Table 4.18  

Frequencies of Ethnic Awareness 

 
In addition, Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001) describes how the main 

character, Jenny, and her family and relatives get together to celebrate an important 

event in their culture, her brother’s first-moon birthday party. They clean up the house, 

cook special Chinese dishes, and make red eggs.  

Title Ethnic Awareness Frequency 

American Born Chinese 1 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 

Flowers from Mariko 1 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 6 

Kira-Kira 8 

Love as Strong as Ginger 1 

This Next New Year 3 

Project Mulberry 4 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 1 

A Step from Heaven 5 

Suki’s Kimono 3 

Wait for Me 2 

Weedflower 9 

When the Emperor Was Divine 1 

The Year of the Dog 9 

Total 54 
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Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.19 display ethnic influences as 

identified in the books.  

Table 4.19  

Frequencies of Ethnic Influences 

 
Ethnic Influences Frequency 

Title Positive Negative 

American Born Chinese 4 1 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 0 0 

Flowers from Mariko 2 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 3 0 

Kira-Kira 10 0 

Love as Strong as Ginger 4 0 

This Next New Year 3 0 

Project Mulberry 3 0 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 3 0 

A Step from Heaven 7 3 

Suki’s Kimono 4 0 

Wait for Me 2 7 

Weedflower 4 0 

When the Emperor Was Divine 1 0 

The Year of the Dog 14 1 

Total 64 12 

Grand Total  76 

Percentage 84.21% 15.79% 

 
As shown in Table 4.19, the representation of positive ethnic influences is much 

greater than that of negative ethnic influences because in the selected books, parents, 

grandparents, and siblings play a very important part in the protagonists’ lives. They 
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transmit traditions and teach the main characters vital life lessons, not to mention the 

fact that they take care of them and help them deal with difficult situations.  

An example of the ethnic influences can be found in Weedflower (2006). 

She (Sumiko) got the feeling that a majority of the other Nikkei seemed to 
understand and accept what was happening to them. Maybe some of them saw 
this place the same way they saw a tornado or an earthquake. You wouldn’t get 
made at a tornado, would you? For Sumiko, her whole life, from the day she was 
born, had been a lesson in how to change your lot by accepting it and learning 
from it. (p. 114) 
 

It is a lesson which Sukimo learns in order to make peace with how Japanese 

Americans are treated during the war.  

Likewise, in the Year of the Dog (2006), Grace’s mother uses several flashback 

anecdotes to inspire Grace to solve her problems. When Grace is frustrated with her 

own book project, her mother recounts a story of hers to encourage Grace to continue. 

I practiced the piano every day. Sometimes I practiced on a real piano; 
sometimes I practiced on the paper piano. It was a long time before we got a 
piano of our own, but when we did, I was able to play so well that they invited me 
to play in the school orchestra. Later, I played solo at a big concert and when I 
was done, everyone stood up and clapped. (p. 59) 
 

Her mother’s enlightening stories also serve to connect Grace as well as readers to her 

Taiwanese heritage, such as her first day of school in Taiwan, her falling asleep during 

a long assembly, and her haircut at school, etc. 

In Kira-Kira (2004), Katie’s sister, Lynn, is a very significant person with a great 

impact on her life. At the beginning, Lynn helps Katie to do well in school, teaches her to 

be aware of the social discrimination, and shows her to perceive the world in a different 

way. Katie reflects on Lynn’s influences on her. 

My sister had taught me to look at the world that way, as a place that glitters, as 
a place where the calls of the crickets and the crows and the wind are very 
occurrences that also happen to be magic. (p. 224) 
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After Lynn’s death, Katie works harder at school by spending a lot of time on her 

homework in order to honor one of her last wishes.  

Frequency and percentage counts in Table 4.20 display American values versus 

Asian values as identified in the books.  

Table 4.20  

Frequencies of American Values versus Asian Values 

 
American Values versus Asian Values 

Title Conflicts Benefits 

American Born Chinese 4 0 

Apple Pie Fourth of July 1 0 

Flowers from Mariko 0 0 

Henry's First-Moon Birthday 0 0 

Kira-Kira 2 0 

Love as Strong as Ginger 0 0 

This Next New Year 0 0 

Project Mulberry 3 1 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds 1 0 

A Step from Heaven 10 4 

Suki’s Kimono 0 1 

Wait for Me 3 3 

Weedflower 2 2 

When the Emperor Was Divine 4 0 

The Year of the Dog 3 3 

Subtotal for Column 33 14 

Grand Total 
 

47 

Percentage 70.21% 29.79% 
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The results reveal that when the main characters are confronted with both 

American and Asian values, both of the values usually clash and result in conflicts. Only 

in a few situations do the values complement each other and help the protagonists. One 

of the characteristics of Asian culture is that children are educated to be responsible for 

their family duties. Family duties should come before personal pleasures. Such an 

Asian tradition can be seen in Wait for me (2006) where Mina needs to take care of her 

sister and work at her family’s dry cleaning store instead of hanging out with her friends. 

Mina ends up resenting her mother for putting so much pressure on her and for holding 

such a high expectation for her.  

In addition, according to traditional Asian values, children are supposed to be 

obedient and should not question parents’ orders. Young Ju’s father becomes furious 

when she asks him why he needs the car. He hits the side of her head with his knuckles 

and yells, 

Asking for an explanation! Always getting your own way! You have been running 
around with that American girl for too long. You are not allowed to see her 
anymore. She is a bad influence. . . You are becoming too American. That girl is 
worthless. (p. 109) 
 
Yet thanks to the American culture which values independent thinking, Young Ju 

finally realizes that her father’s abusive behavior is not acceptable and must be 

stopped. She calls 911 for help when her father beats up her mother.  

Different from Young Ju’s father, Grace’s father in The Year of the Dog (2006) 

embraces the difference between American and Asian values. While preparing for the 

Chinese New Year, Grace and her sister, Lissy, cannot decide if it’d better to have the 

tray be half empty with only Chinese candy or full with Chinese and American candy, so 

they ask their father for his opinion. He responds, “We should have both Chinese and 
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American candy for the new year. It’s just like us-Chinese-American. I think it’s going to 

be a very sweet year!” (p. 4). 

Summary of Findings 

Corresponding to the three main research questions, this section is divided into 

the three subcategories of personal internal identity, social external identity, and ethnic 

identity. 

Personal Internal Identity 

The findings reveal that in the personal internal identity category, internal 

conflicts (49.5%) is most expressed by the main characters (See Table 4.1). 

Surrounded by a Caucasian community, the protagonists undergo a series of inner 

battles and self-questioning. Thus, it is important that Asian-American authors place 

more emphasis on the significance and advantages of being different in their stories. 

Such messages will enlighten their readers that they should be proud of their 

individualities and accept who they are despite that fact they live in a society that 

promotes conformity. Similarly, advocates of multiculturalism resist the notion that 

people of color must assimilate in order to become accepted in society. They hope that 

students will, while reading and discussing the literature, recognize, acknowledge, and 

respect differences and consequently develop an appreciation of the depicted group’s 

unique identity (Ibieta & Orvell, 1996, p.4).  

Nevertheless, among the selected books, only three books, The Year of the Dog 

(2006), Project Mulberry (2005), and Suki’s Kimono (2003) actually celebrate their 

heroines’ uniqueness. For example, in the story, Suki loves the kimono so much that 

she decides to wear it on her first day of school. Her sisters try to talk her out of wearing 
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it by telling her that she should try to wear something cooler and newer, but Suki is not 

persuaded. Even though she gets laughed at and teased for being different, she has a 

great spirit and is confident in being herself.  

Analogous to Suki, Grace Lin in The Year of the Dog (2006) is another vicarious 

heroine. More importantly, Grace is the only main character who truly embraces her two 

identities and finds a way to be content with who she is as a Taiwanese American. The 

Year of the Dog (2006) is the only book which clearly conveys the idea that living in two 

worlds does not inhibit Grace’s journey to self-discovery. She is not limited or defined 

only by her culture. She, furthermore, integrates the American culture into their home 

life and therefore is able to explore the best aspects of the two worlds. For instance, 

when her friend, Melody, asks her whether she should call her by her American name or 

her Chinese name, Grace responds, “‘Everyone at school calls me by my American 

name and everyone at home calls me by my Chinese name. . . I call myself both names 

and we’re almost twins. So, you can call me both, too” (p. 29). 

There is no doubt that Asian-American students will need more of this kind of 

books to not only address similar problems but also help them embrace their multiple 

identities. As Nieto (1996) maintains, one of the purposes of multicultural literature is to 

“accept and affirm the pluralism (ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, and 

gender, among others) that students, their communities, and teachers represent” (p. 

307). 

Social External Identity 

The chosen 15 books analyzed in this study present two voids regarding the 

presentation of social identities. First, in terms of social integration, the protagonists 
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believe that they are outsiders and do not noticeably express whether they are part of 

the dominant group or not (See Table 4.8). Asian-American readers need more texts 

which demonstrate how to maintain their heritage as a member of a minority group, and 

yet perceive themselves as active, contributing members of the dominant community. In 

other words, the texts should enforce the idea of integration without acculturation.  

The second void is the sufficient portrayal of positive interactions between the 

main characters and the dominant group. Compared with the occurrence of positive 

ethnic interactions in the books, that of positive social interactions is less frequent with 

87 instances of positive ethnic interactions versus 34 instances of positive social 

interactions. Understandably, Asian-American readers need more examples of positive 

cross-cultural bonds, as they constantly encounter people with diverse backgrounds in 

this multiracial society. 

In regard to positive social interactions, it is necessary to point out that in some of 

the stories, it is not the main characters’ own ethnic group or the white dominant group 

but another minority group that maintains a friendly relationship with the main 

characters, comforts them, and even encourages them to figure out who they are. In 

Project Mulberry (2005), Julia’s favorite teacher, Mrs. Roberts, is Black. She recalls why 

she likes Mrs. Roberts so much. 

My favorite teacher ever ever ever was black. Two years ago I’d had Mrs. 
Roberts for fifth grade. She was the kind of teacher who made you wish you 
could have her every year for the rest of your life. She was really funny, and we 
never knew when she was going to say something that would crack us up, so we 
always listened when she was talking. (p. 66)  
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Julia becomes very fond of Mr. Dixon, another Black person in the story. Besides 

providing leaves for her silkworms, Mr. Dixon also invites her friend, Patrick and her 

over, tells them his stories, and makes them delicious brownies.  

Moreover, Ysreal, a Mexican, in Wait for Me (2006) plays a very important role in 

comforting and helping Mina by encouraging her to live her own life for herself instead 

for others. He challenges her by saying, “You can’t protect [Suna] forever. And you can’t 

live to please your mother all the time. When are you going to stop hiding and live your 

own life?” (p. 114). 

Another area of particular importance of social identity is that the authors 

acknowledge the issue of stereotypes and negative impacts of shallow understanding of 

certain cultures. For instance, in American Born Chinese (2006), the American students 

and even the teacher carry certain stereotypes and misjudge the main character. They 

automatically presume that Jin Wang, the main character, is from China and thus eats 

dogs despite that fact that he has been living in the United States his whole life and has 

just recently moved to a new home from San Francisco.  

Interestingly, it is not only Asian-American characters but also other minority 

groups who have been misjudged or discriminated against because of the color of their 

skin. For instance, Mina’s mother in Wait for Me (2006) does not trust Ysarel, a hired 

Mexican worker in her family’s dry cleaning store, and is afraid that he might steal their 

money. Likewise, Julia in Project Mulberry (2005) suspects whether or not her mother is 

a racist. Her mother never likes Julia’s favorite’s teacher, Mrs. Roberts, because she is 

Black. After Julia gets home from school, her mother asks question after question, 

wanting a detailed account of what she has done all day long. These instances 
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demonstrate how stories can explore issues of social prejudice and encourage 

understanding for other cultures (Au, 1993; Harris, 1992). It is, therefore, essential to 

continue to deal with issues of stereotypes in Asian-American books since not knowing 

or not bothering to find out the truth causes the social conflicts. As Julia, a Korean girl, 

explains when she is mistaken for a Chinese: 

I thought again about why I didn’t like people to assume I was Chinese. They 
thought they knew why they didn’t. And because they thought they knew, they 
never asked. . . So in a way, it didn’t matter whether what you were thinking was 
good or bad. Not knowing. And not knowing-or not caring-that you didn’t know. 
And not bother to find out because you didn’t know you didn’t know. That was the 
problem. (p. 141) 
 
Likewise, Gene Yang (n.d.), the author of American Born Chinese (2006), 

comments on his creation of Cousin Chin-Kee, a buck-toothed amalgamation of ethnic 

stereotypes: 

There is always the danger, of course, that by making a comic book about 
Cousin Chin-Kee, I’m helping to perpetuate him, that readers-especially younger 
readers-will take his appearance in American Born Chinese at face value. I think 
it’s a danger I can live with. In order for us to defeat our enemy, he must first be 
made visible. Besides, comic book readers are some of the smartest folks I’ve 
ever met. They’ll figure it out. (unpaged) 

Cousin Chin-Kee is purposely portrayed as a ridiculously stereotypical figure to caution 

readers that certain racial misconceptions still exist in today’s society.  

Ethnic Identity 

It is essential to acknowledge the importance of ethnic identities in Asian-

American children’s and adolescent literature. If Asian-American writers put effort into 

portraying different cultures, traditions, and values, then teachers can utilize them as a 

good way to explore holidays, heroes, and other important components of a specific 

culture. Multicultural literature, hence, is used to introduce students to the contributions 

of important people or to special customs (Au, 1993). For instance, several informative 
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facts are included in The Year of the Dog (2006) and can serve as a great supplement 

to a social studies unit on the study of Taiwan. The book can be further used as an 

introduction for a discussion of other students’ different cultures.  

As explained earlier, the authors place a huge premium on positive ethnic 

interactions between parents and children, grandparents and grandchildren, siblings, 

and other ethnic members. Ultimately, Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005) depicts 

a touching father-son relationship about how Sammy Lee learns to respect and fulfill his 

father’s wishes while managing to stay true to his own dream. Both Wait for Me (2006) 

and Kira-Kira (2004) portray complicated but loving interactions between the sisters. In 

addition, grandparents, when present, have very positive influences on the main 

character. The Year of the Dog (2006), Suki’s Kimono (2003), A Step from Heaven 

(2001), Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001), and Love as Strong as Ginger (1999) depict 

the grandmothers’ positive impacts. In Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001), Jenny’s 

grandmother shows her how to prepare for her brother’s one-month birthday, from 

dyeing eggs red to cooking pigs’ feet and ginger soup.  

Chapter 5 discusses the findings in light of the three majors themes that emerged 

from the data analysis. The chapter also provides implications of these findings for 

teachers, creators of books, and future researchers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS  

Introduction 

This study was undertaken as a content analysis of 15 award-winning children’s 

and adolescent books in order to explore the questions of (1) how is personal internal 

identity portrayed in the books? (2) how is social external identity portrayed in the 

books? and (3) how is ethnic identity portrayed in the books. A Character Analysis 

Instrument and an Identity Analysis Instrument were used to analyze the contents of 

each book. Findings specific to each book and a summary of the findings were 

described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 further discusses three major themes evident within 

the findings, along with implications for teaching, writing, illustrating, publishing, and 

future research. 

Three Major Themes 

Based on the findings, this section presents and discusses three major themes, 

lack of strong and positive character traits, gender representations, and imbalance of 

personal, social, and ethnic identity depictions. 

Lack of Strong and Positive Character Traits 

According to Gates and Mark (2006), an important principle in characterization is 

the role of growth within characters. Main characters often “undergo a change or an 

awakening that moves them toward maturity or a deeper understanding about the 

purpose of life. When this happens, a character is considered to be a dynamic 

character” (P. 20). Protagonists, therefore, serve as symbolic models to whom readers 

can relate. When heroes or heroines make decision and behave in different ways, 
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readers identify with them and start to form their own ideas and actions. As a result, 

literature influences readers’ attitudes through positive role models and vicarious 

experiences (Norton, 1995). 

On the contrary, in this study, less than half of the main characters demonstrate 

significantly positive transformations. When facing conflicts, not many of them end up 

assuming an active role in improving the difficult situation and emerging as stronger 

characters who take responsibility for their own future. Sammy Lee in Sixteen Years in 

Sixteen Seconds (2005) is one of the few examples. He struggles as an American child 

of immigrants learning to straddle two cultures. His persistence and hard work are the 

key to making his dream come true. Without more positive and confident approaches to 

life situations, one role of multicultural literature is not realized, as it should possess a 

tremendous potential to impact individual readers and help them to reflect on 

philosophies of life, values, and attitudes which in turn influence their identity 

development (Gibbs & Earley, 1994). 

Furthermore, while examining the books closely, words used to describe the 

protagonists’ behaviors or feelings frequently contain passive meanings. Words such as 

“pray,” “bear it,” “accept it,” “shikataganai (it cannot be helped),” “haji (shame),” 

“embarrassed,” “guilt,” “disappointed,” “sacrifice,” and “pressure,” and “be patient,” often 

appear in the texts. Therefore, Asian-American writers must remember not to be racially 

sensitive to an extreme where main characters are portrayed too pessimistic, for in such 

situations writers might unintentionally communicate to Asian-American students that it 

is normal to be submissive. Asian-American students, as is true of most students, are 

not simply passive readers. Instead, as they develop, they search for meaning in the 
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books and develop sets of rules that they can apply to a wide variety of situations. They 

need more literature which promotes active attitudes and positive messages in order to 

help them develop their self-esteem and self-worth (Banks 1994). 

It is important to remember that many readers today experience a range of 

conflicts firsthand and self-development is a “conflict-ridden developmental process” 

(Reed, 1996, p. 13). As they are developing their identities, they may be learning or 

adding to perceptions they already have regarding their own identities while reading 

books. Readers need to be exposed to more books with strong heroes and heroines 

who are active, inventive, and in charge of their own destinies.  

Gender Representations  

As Norton (1995) observes, “children’s literature now presents a greater range 

and more realistic representations of family diversity” (p. 94). In a similar vein, Vardell 

(2001) points out that books of the late twentieth century reveal that families are nearly 

as diverse protagonists in the stories. In some instances, parents, though assuming 

traditional gender roles, still are depicted as rich individuals.  

Unfortunately, the findings of this study do not reflect this trend toward the 

inclusion of a variety of types of parent characters. In the selected books, the father 

figures are not as well-developed and significant as the mothers. Most of the time, the 

fathers only make brief appearances. Only Sammy Lee’s father in Sixteen Years in 

Sixteen Seconds (2005), Katie’s father in Kira-Kira (2004), and Young Ju’s father, albeit 

abusive, in A Step From Heaven (2001) assume influential roles. Hence, it is necessary 

to place more emphasis on the significance of male authority figures since in reality 

male authority figures are as foremost as female ones. 
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In her study, Vardell (2004) further describes the importance of other adult 

characters in children’s and adolescent literature. She claims that in recent books, 

“parent” characters are not just protagonists’ birth parents anymore but other adult 

caregivers who are important and essential story characters in protagonists’ growing up 

experience. Likewise, in this study, the grandparents, when present, play an important 

role in explaining or passing on knowledge, traditions, and cultures to the main 

characters. However, it is necessary to point out that Weedflower (2006) is the only 

book portraying the influence of a grandfather, whereas The Year of the Dog (2006), 

Suki’s Kimono (2003), A Step from Heaven (2001), Henry’s First-Moon Birthday (2001), 

and Love as Strong as Ginger (1999) depict the grandmothers’ positive impacts. 

Westheimer and Kalpan (1999) explain that so many more books have been 

focusing on grandmothers because “grandmothers often put more emphasis on 

affection and caring, while grandfathers frequently worry about finances, education, and 

employment” (p. 57). Yet they believe that the role of grandfathers needs to be 

increasingly more important because of the rise in families without a father figure to 

provide a positive male role model for the children in the family. They recommend that  

literature cease to depict grandfathers as distant, passive, judgmental characters, but 

instead, as “models of warm, caring, concerned, and involved men who can serve as a 

vital reminder that real mean care for their families” (p. 60). More attention should be 

devoted to positive influences of grandfathers, for they share their family history, cultural 

history, wisdom, values, and traditions. For instance, in Weedflower (2006), readers 

have a glimpse of how Sukimo’s grandfather’s courage and philosophy motive her to 
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leave the camp. She realizes that despite living in a hostile environment, her 

grandfather works hard not just for his own future but for hers. 

Imbalance of Personal, Social, and Ethnic Identity Depictions 

As Peterson and Lach (1990) suggests, children’s picture books offer readers 

several hours of pleasure. Yet more importantly, they are a “powerful macrocosmic 

resource [italics added] through which they can discover worlds beyond their own life-

space” (p. 189). In line with what Peterson and Lach contends, Banks (1994) points out 

that multicultural literature embedded with pluralistic messages, such as racial, ethnic, 

and social issues should be provided to students.  

In this study, one third of the books, including The Year of the Dog (2006), 

Sixteen Years in Sixteen Seconds (2005), Kira-Kira (2004), Suki’s Kimono (2003), and 

A Step from Heaven (2001), cover all three aspects of the identity issues to a certain 

degree. Nevertheless, a significantly greater number of depictions of ethnic identities is 

made over those of internal identities and social identities.  

Both Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 clearly indicate that the frequency for ethnic 

identities is almost as high as the sum of the frequencies for internal identities plus 

social identities. However, in Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature, there 

needs to be a more complete representation of identity issues, which consist of 

personal, social, and ethnic identities. As Su (2001) observes, there needs to be a 

holistic understanding of personal identity which involves the recognition of individual 

uniqueness, local shared communal values, and universal characteristics of being 

human. 
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Table 5.1  

Frequencies of Identities 

Identity Type Number Percentage 

Personal Internal Identities 200 25.15% 

Social External Identities 206 25.91% 

Ethnic Identities 389 48.93% 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Frequencies of identities for characters in the 15 award-winning books 
included in the Asian-American literature study. 

 
Implications of the Study 

In this study, I find several implications for teaching, publishing, and further 

research. These implications are helpful for the teaching of literacy and literature to the 

students in the United States as well as in Taiwan. They are helpful to publishers and 

researchers.  
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Implication for Teaching 

As the diversity of American society increases, teachers assume an important 

role in fostering students’ identities. All of the chosen award-winning books encompass 

important identity issues to a certain extent, some of which focus on social external 

identity, whereas others concentrate on ethnic identity. According to the suggestions 

provided by this study, American teachers can make informed decisions about which 

Asian-American book to use in order to meet students’ literacy needs. On another level, 

teachers can also utilize these books to help students shape their identities, views, 

values, and attitudes. Hence, American students, and students of diverse background 

can learn to apply an identity lens when reading texts. The use of an identity lens makes 

it possible for students to understand Asian- American culture and to engage in a new 

dimension of literary experience (Greenbaum, 1999).  

When American students come across unique characters or find themselves 

enjoying reading a distinctive Asian-American story, they will partake in this journey and 

relate to the characters’ experiences which they might not have a chance to come into 

contact with in their own world. American students, furthermore, can see that people, 

albeit different in terms of culture, race, and gender, all go through similar emotions and 

live through success and failure. Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature 

help them understand and appreciate the diversity among their peers.  

Also, this study has implications for teaching of English language and children’s 

literature and adolescent literature in Taiwan. In their English reading classes, 

Taiwanese teachers tend to focus on grammar translation methods and skills. 

Therefore, teachers need to improve their way of teaching English literacy so that 
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students can think critically about the content of what they are reading. Both teaching 

English literacy and teaching how to think critically about the content are essential. 

Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature related to identity issues provides a 

point of connection and interest for Taiwanese students. As suggested by the study, this 

body of literature has the potential to encourage critical perspectives because of identity 

issues portrayed in the books. 

Teachers should not teach literacy to students for short-answer or multiple-

choice test questions. Instead, they should ask students to discuss issues with their 

classmates, teachers, and parents to get deeper and more critical understandings. 

Taiwanese teachers, moreover, need to teach both efferent and aesthetic reading 

stances (Rosenblatt, 1978) to students in schools since efferent reading has dominated 

school engagements. They can encourage students to be engaged in reading the text 

according to their own “lived-through” experiences of that text. Through aesthetic 

readings of books, Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature helps students 

“live inside the world of the story in ways that transform their thinking about their lives 

and world” (p. 26).  

Implication for Writing, Illustrating, and Publishing 

As I searched for titles to include in this study, I noticed several gaps in the 

Asian-American literary world. First, there is a great shortage of Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent books which present a more optimistic outlook on life and a 

more humorous approach to conflicts. Writers and publishers must recognize that these 

types of literature present perspectives that attract students’ attention and draw them 

into constructive storylines. Secondly, active conflict-resolving behaviors and words 
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expressing active meanings do not appear often enough in the books. Hence, it is 

imperative for writers and publishers to consider creating more upbeat and truthful 

Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature in order to promote optimistic 

messages.  

Moreover, the majority of the selected books have Asian-American females as 

the narrators/main characters; twelve out the sixteen protagonists are female. Such a 

tendency can have a negative impact on male readers, as they might find it difficult to 

either see themselves in the stories or identify and sympathize with the female 

protagonists. Encouraging male Asian-American students to read and enjoy books will 

remain difficult as long as male Asian-American characters are excluded from texts. As 

Fox (1993) claims, “both genders have to be allowed to be as real in literature as they 

are in life” (p. 85). Hence, more books whose narrators/main characters are Asian-

American males need to be available. It is also important to publish books dealing with 

relationships between fathers and sons as well as between grandfathers and 

grandchildren, as these important aspects of human life are not depicted enough in 

current Asian-American children’s and adolescent literature. 

Conducting this study has reinforced my belief that publishers need to focus on 

publishing more books written by and about Asian Americans. If schools incorporate 

more high-quality Asian-American literature into the curriculum, then perhaps through 

reading these books which are pertinent to the Asian-American experience, Asian-

American children will be motivated to write such books as adults. In an author’s note 

following the story, The Year of the Dog (2006), Grace Lin comments, 

Growing up Asian in a mainly Caucasian community was not a miserable and 
gloomy existence. But it was different. I wrote The Year of the Dog, because I felt 
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that it was important to have a book that addressed those differences in a real 
and upbeat way. (p. 135) 
 
According to Cooperative Children’s Book Center, they received approximately 

3,000 books in 2008. Of those, only 98 had significant Asian/Pacific or Asian/Pacific 

American content.  

These statistics represent only quantity, not quality or a significant number-well 
over half- of the books about each broad racial/ethnic grouping are formulaic 
books offering profiles of various countries around the world. Additionally, the 
number of books created by authors and illustrators of color does not represent 
the actual number of individual book creators, as many created two or more 
books. (unpaged) 
 
Based on these alarming statistics, there is still a great scarcity of Asian-

American writers as well as authentic Asian-American books which accurately portray 

Asian-American experiences. 

Understandably, during this research, it was not easy finding authentic books 

featuring strong Asian-American characters written by insiders. Since the United States 

is becoming an increasingly diverse country, an effort should be made to create books 

reflecting this growing diversity. Asian-American students need to see themselves and 

their families reflected in authentic, entertaining children’s and adolescent books. The 

future publication by and about Asian Americans will benefit future research.  

Implications for Future Research 

While this study has outcomes that speak to those teaching, writing and 

publishing children’s and adolescent literature, it is not to be considered comprehensive 

in light of the books considered or the cultural experiences examined. While parameters 

were determined in the selection of the fifteen books examined here, an earlier 

statement of limitations acknowledged that other books may exist that would add 

different perspectives to this study. 
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Additionally, new books are continuously being created that can be the focus of 

future inquiries. Other important Asian-American experiences, cultures, and values can 

be further investigated in light of the literature to include the significance of cross-

cultural studies that compare literature representative of diverse ethnic groups using the 

same instrument or criteria.  

Also it was acknowledged earlier that the data derived from the selected books 

will be subjective to a certain degree because each reader has different interpretations 

about the same texts. Each reader uses his or her experiences, knowledge, self-

images, and identities to understand texts (Rosenblatt, 1978; Sipe & Beach, 2001). This 

study initially compared the independent coding results of three books with that of a 

second coder to ensure reliability of the instruments. The resulting valuable information 

of her coding skill, the clarity of the instruments, and her particular response pointed to 

the potential value of a future study in which a second and/or third coder analyzes all of 

the selected books.  

Yet a fourth implication for future studies might focus on the response of young 

readers to the selected books and assess the effects of the books on their self-concept. 

As with any content analysis that focuses on issues of identity and culture, the ultimate 

goal is that of the impact of the literature on its readers. What messages are being sent 

to young readers who are Asian American and those who are outside this culture? What 

are the personal connections to this literature that can build their personal, social and 

cultural identities? After all, high-quality literature with important messages is meant to 

help readers identify universal problems, develop strong personalities, and embrace 

differences. 
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Conclusion 

To me, reading Asian-American books is a way to make friends. Adventures and 

experiences of complex characters resonate with me. They are described so vividly that 

they seemed to exist in flesh and blood. Through their vicarious experiences, I identify 

with them and feel less lonely. I often look for Asian-American characters who come to 

a crossroads and have to choose who they want to be. As the characters try to make 

sense of situations and discover who they are, I find myself asking similar questions: 

“What would I do if I were in his position?” “I cannot believe that I am making the same 

mistake as she!” or “Wow, what a courageous protagonist she is. I wish that I could be 

like her someday.” Inspiring Asian-American stories encourage me not only to find out 

who I am but also to be brave and make difficult but well-informed decisions  

Thus, I conducted this study as a model for reading critically through the lens of 

identity issues and themes. This research is significant, as it makes a strong 

contribution to the field of multicultural literature; it contributes to the dialogue about how 

to enhance the influence and power of Asian-American children’s and adolescent 

literature for all readers. A thorough understanding of identity messages expressed in 

the literature by those writing and using these books can transform readers’ lives and 

identities. In addition, recognizing what aspect of identity issues is embedded within 

Asian-American children’s and adolescent books offers teachers better insight into the 

content of the books, helps them screen for appropriate books to cater to students’ 

specific needs, and assist them in developing a higher consciousness of what identity 

issues they may be passing on through their choices.  
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As Bishop (1990) suggests, literature is a mirror that reflects human life. Thus, 

based on the results and theoretic background of this study, I would further deduce that 

literature is a like a three-way mirror. Asian-American children’s and adolescent books 

with substance should reflect the three important components of identity issues in order 

to present a much more complete representation of human experiences and identity 

development in the real world.  

However, Bishop (1994) also states that literature is a window through which 

readers experience other cultures, people, and lives. Therefore, Asian-American 

children’s and adolescent literature can also function as a three-faceted window through 

which students of other backgrounds can peek in and have a glimpse of Asian-

American characters’ personal struggles, ethnic values, and social conflicts. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT 
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Bibliographical Information: 

Book Title___________________________________________________ 

Author's Name _______________________________________________ 

Illustrator's Name ______________________________________________ 

Publisher ____________________________________________________ 

Publication Year _______________________________________________ 

Grade Level of Selected Books: _____________________________________ 

Name of Major Character: _________________________________________ 

Setting Time: ____________________________________________________ 

Literary Types/Genres: ____________________________________________ 

Characteristics: 

I. Physical Traits: 

Age_________________________________________________________ 

Sex_________________________________________________________ 

Description ___________________________________________________ 

2. Status:  

Occupation__________________________________________________ 
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Economic Status ______________________________________________ 

Educational Level _____________________________________________ 

Social Class __________________________________________________ 

3. Plus/Minus Position: 

Approval/Disapproval ___________________________________________ 

Sympathy/Hostility _____________________________________________ 

Desirability/Undesirability ________________________________________ 

Pleasantness/Unpleasantness ___________________________________ 

Liking/Disliking _______________________________________________ 

4. Other Personality Traits:___________________________________________ 

         ____________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

IDENTITY ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT
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Bibliographical Information: 

Book Title___________________________________________________ 

Author's Name _______________________________________________ 

Illustrator's Name ______________________________________________ 

Publisher ____________________________________________________ 

Publication Year _______________________________________________ 

Grade Level of Selected Books: _____________________________________ 

Name of Major Character: _________________________________________ 

Setting Time: ____________________________________________________ 

Literary Types/Genres: ____________________________________________ 

Identity Categories: 

I. Personal Internal Identity: 

Self-identification______________________________________________ 

Internal Conflicts_______________________________________________ 

Passive vs. Active Conflict-Resolving behaviors ______________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

Self-discovery_________________________________________________ 
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2. Social External Identity 

Social-identification_____________________________________________ 

Social Assimilation_____________________________________________ 

Social Interactions_____________________________________________ 

Social Perceptions_____________________________________________ 

Social Awareness______________________________________________ 

Social Conflicts________________________________________________ 

Social Influences_______________________________________________ 

3. Ethnic Identity: 

Ethnic-identification_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Assimilation_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Interactions_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Perceptions_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Awareness______________________________________________ 

Ethnic Conflicts________________________________________________ 

Ethnic Influences ______________________________________________ 

American Values vs. Asian Values 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX C 

IDENTITY ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT OF APPLE PIE FOURTH OF JULY BY THE 

SECOND CODER 
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Identity Categories: 

1. Personal Internal Identity 

Self-identification: 

Internal Conflicts: 

- Chinese food on the Fourth of July? 

- No one wants Chinese food on the Fourth of July, I say. 

-  

Internal Conflicts vs. External Conflicts: 

- My parents do not understand all American things. 

- Even though my father has lived here since he was twelve, even 

though my mother loves apple pie, I cannot expect them to know 

Americans do not eat Chinese food on the Fourth of July. 

- …. Time to climb to our rooftop chairs, way up high, beyond the 

crowd, where we sit and watch the fireworks show-- 

Self-discovery:   

2. Social External Identity 

Social-identification: 

Social Assimilation: 

- Seven days a week, fifty-two weeks, three hundred sixty-four days a 

year (and three hundred sixty-five in a leap year), out store is open. 

- Christmas is the only day we close. 
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- Even on Thanksgiving we open he store. 

- Even on New Year’s Day. 

- Even today, the Fourth of Day. 

-  

Social Interactions:  

- I tell them no one – no one – came, so we ate it up ourselves 

Social Perceptions: 

Social Awareness: 

Social Conflicts: 

Social Influences: 

3. Ethnic Identity: 

Ethnic-identification: 

Ethnic Assimilation: 

Ethnic Interactions:  

- Fireworks are Chinese, father says, and hands me a pan full of sweet-and-

sour pork. 

- Mother piles noodles on my plate. 

Ethnic Perceptions: 

Ethnic Awareness; 
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Ethnic Conflicts: 

-  

Ethnic Influences: 

Eurocentric Values vs. Asian Values: 
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APPENDIX D 

IDENTITY ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT OF APPLE PIE FOURTH OF JULY BY THE 

RESEARCHER  
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Bibliographical Information: 

Book Title: Apple Pie Fourth of July 

Author's Name:  Janet S. Wong 

Illustrator's Name: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

Publisher: Harcourt, Inc. 

Publication Year: May 2006 

Grade Level of Selected Books: 3-7 

Name of Major Character: N/A 

Setting Time: Contemporary (4th of July) 

Literary Types/Genres: Picture Book 

Identity Categories: 

I. Personal Internal Identity: 

Self-identification: __________________ 

Internal Conflicts 

 Christmas is the only day we close. Even on Thanksgiving we open the 

store. Even on New Year’s Day. Even today, the Fourth of July.  

Passive vs. Active Conflict-Resolving behaviors 

Self-discovery_________________________________________________ 
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2. Social External Identity 

Social-identification_____________________________________________ 

Social Assimilation_____________________________________________ 

Social Interactions 

 Until five o’clock When tow hungry customers walk inside from some 

Chinese food to go. I tell them no one came, so we ate it up ourselves.  

Social Perceptions_____________________________________________ 

Social Awareness 

 I hear the parade coming this way-boom, boom, boom. I smell apple pie in 

Laura’s oven upstairs.   

 I hear the parade—BOOM, BOOM, BOOM. I hear the parade passing by. 

Social Conflicts________________________________________________ 

Social Influences_______________________________________________ 

3. Ethnic Identity: 

Ethnic-identification_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Assimilation_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Interactions 

 Fireworks are Chinese, Father says, and hands me a pan full of sweet-and-

sour pork.  
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 Time to climb to our rooftop chairs, way up high, beyond the crowd, where 

we sit and watch the fireworks show and eat our apple pie.  

Ethnic Perceptions_____________________________________________ 

Ethnic Awareness______________________________________________ 

Ethnic Conflicts 

 Christmas is the only day we close. Even on Thanksgiving we open the 

store. Even on New Year’s Day. Even today, the Fourth of July.  

 Chow Mei in our kitchen. Chow Mein! Chinese food on the Fourth of July?  

 No one wants Chinese food on the Fourth of July, I say. 

 My parents do not understand all American things. They were not born here. 

Even though my father has lived here since he was twelve, even though my 

mother loves apple pie, I cannot expect them to know American do not eat 

Chinese food on the Fourth of July.  

Ethnic Influences ______________________________________________ 

American Values vs. Asian Values 

 Christmas is the only day we close. Even on Thanksgiving we open the store. 

Even on New Year’s Day. Even today, the Fourth of July.  
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APPENDIX E 

IDENTITY ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT OF THE YEAR OF THE DOG 
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Bibliographical Information: 

Book Title: The Year of the Dog 

Author's Name:  Grace Lin 

Illustrator's Name: Grace Lin 

Publisher: Little, Brown and Company 

Publication Year: 2006 

Grade Level of Selected Books: 8-12   

Name of Major Character: Pacy (Grace) 

Setting Time: Contemporary 

Literary Types/Genres: Novel 

Identity Categories: 

I. Personal Internal Identity: 

Self-identification: 

  “Grace is my name at school,” I rushed to explain. “My mom calls me 

Pacy.” The new girl frowned and looked a little confused but said, “Well, 

anyway, my name is Melody Ling.” (23) 

 I was excited, too. Not only had Melody and I made an important scientific 

discovery, I might have discovered my talent. I could be a scientist! I could 

be like Albert Einstein, but I would comb my hair. (62) 
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 The Wizard of Oz! I loved the movie and the book. Right away, I knew I was 

going to try out for Dorothy. Since it looked like I wasn’t going to be a 

scientist when I grew up, I wouldn’t mind being a rich movie star. This could 

be my chance to see if I had talents as an actress. (68) 

 “You’re Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I said.(106) 

 “So when people ask me what I am, what am I supposed to tell them?” I 

once asked Mom. “You tell them that you’re American,” Mom told me firmly. 

But my friends didn’t call me Chinese, Taiwanese, or American. They called 

me Grace, my American name. (18-19) 

Internal Conflicts 

 I don’t know what I want to be (12) 

 But I ‘m not really Chinese either. It’s kind of confusing. My parents came 

from Taiwan. Some people though Taiwan was part of China. So then 

calling me Chinese was kind of correct. Other people thought Taiwan was a 

country all by itself, so then I should be called Taiwanese. It didn’t help that 

my parents spoke both Chinese Taiwanese. (18) 

 “Do you think I could be Dorothy?” I asked Becky. Becky looked at me in 

shock. “You can’t be Dorothy,” she said. “Dorothy’s not Chinese.” Suddenly, 

the world went silent. Like a melting icicle, my dream of being Dorothy fell 

and shattered on the ground. I felt like a dirty puddle after the rain. All the 

girls continued singing, but I didn’t hear them. Becky was right. Dorothy 

wasn’t Chinese. I was So dumb. How could I have even thought about being 

Dorothy? I’d never get chosen. It was stupid to even try. (70) 
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 “How come Chinese people are never important?” I asked melody. “What do 

you mean?” she said. “We’re important.” “No, we’re not,” I said. “You never 

see a Chinese person in the movies or in a ply or in a book. No one Chinese 

is important.” “There are Chinese movie stars,” Melody said, “and the 

woman that does the news is Chinese.” “Not a lot, though, ” I said. “and  

there are none in books. Whenever we do a school play,” it’s always from 

books and none of the characters are Chinese. We did Cinderella, Peter 

Pan,  Alice in Wonderland-nobody n books is Chinese.” “There must be,” 

Melody said. “Just because the school hasn’t done a play about a Chinese 

person doesn’t mean there aren’t any.” “I doubt it,” I said. “I bet there aren’t 

any.” Melody and I went to the library and asked for a Chinese book. We 

looked at the book The Seven Chinese Brothers. “See,” Melody said, 

“Chinese people.” “Those aren’t real Chinese people, though,” I said. “Your 

brother doesn’t have a ponytail.” “It’s not supposed to be real,” Melody said. 

“Who can swallow the ocean like they do in the book?” “But I wanted a real 

Chinese person book,” I complained,” One with people like us-Chinese-

Americans.” “You’re just being picky,” Melody said. “Go write your own, 

then.”  “Okay,” I said, suddenly remembering the book contest. “I will.” (71-

72) 

 But even with an original idea, I still didn’t know what to write about. I knew I 

wanted it to be about a Chinese person and Ms. McCurdy wanted me to 

write about my life, but I couldn’t think of a part of my life to write about. 
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There was just nothing exciting in my life. Maybe that was why there were 

no real Chinese people in books; we all had boring lives. (74) 

 But I worried. Finding a book idea was like finding myself. And I wasn’t 

having much luck with either!” (75) 

 Me! But then everyone would see me! What if I handed Dorothy the gift and 

everyone in the audience whispered to each other, “A Chinese munchkin? 

There’s no such thing as a Chinese munchkin!” (77) 

 “Now everyone will see me!” I said. “Before, no one would notice me, but 

now I’ll stick out. People will say,” Grace is a munchkin?’ and then they’ll 

laugh at me. Everyone is going to laugh at me!” (77) 

 She (the teacher) showed the rest of the class, “look at the beautiful drawing 

of a bluebird that Pacy did.” All of a sudden I felt better. I didn’t have to 

speak Chinese to be a good artist. But my smile disappeared when I saw 

one of the girls at the other table scowling at me (102) 

 In my head I wanted to shout, “I never want to speak Chinese ever if it 

makes me mean like YOU!” But I didn’t say anything. (102) 

 When the class was over, I went back to our room and I threw myself on the 

bed. And then I cried and cried. I HATED, HATED, HATED those girls. They 

were so horrible.  (102) 

 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 
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convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?”  (106) 

Passive vs. Active Conflict-Resolving behaviors  

  “So now,” I finished,” everyone at school calls me by my American name 

and everyone at home calls me by my Chinese name.” “Well,” Melody said, 

“I guess it’s kind of cool. It’s like a nickname. But do you want me to call you 

Pacy or grace?” I thought a moment. “I call myself both names,” I said, “and 

we’re almost twins. So, you can call me both, too.” (29) 

 Not only had Melody and I made an important scientific discovery, I might 

have discovered my talent. I could be a scientist! I could be like Albert 

Einstein, but I would comb my hair. 

 Suddenly, like the last piece of a puzzle fitting into place, I realized 

something. I was rich. And not only was I rich, I had won a prize. I had talent 

as an author and illustrator.  I finally knew what I could do when I grew up-I 

could make books. When I grew up, I could have a whole shelf of books all 

written by me. I was lucky. Like a creamy chocolate in my mouth, a warm 

feeling melted through me. I smiled my biggest smile. “ I found myself!”I told 

everyone. “I’m going to make books when I grow up.” (120) 

 The year of the Dog was the year that I met Melody and she became my 

best friend. It was the year I had won a prize, discovered my talent, and got 

rich. It was the year I had found myself and decided I was going to make 

books when I grew up. The year of the Dog had been a great year. (134 

Self-discovery 
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 But do you want me to call you Pacy or grace?” I thought a moment. “I call 

myself both names,” I said, “and we’re almost twins. So, you can call me 

both, too.” (29) 

 If science could answer questions about the weather and nature, it had to 

be able to help answer what I was going to be when I grew up. (59) 

 Suddenly, like the last piece of a puzzle fitting into place, I realized 

something. I was rich. And not only was I rich, I had won a prize. I had talent 

as an author and illustrator.  I finally knew what I could do when I grew up-I 

could make books. When I grew up, I could have a whole shelf of books all 

written by me. I was lucky. Like a creamy chocolate in my mouth, a warm 

feeling melted through me. I smiled my biggest smile. “ I found myself!”I told 

everyone. “I’m going to make books when I grow up.” (120) 

 The year of the Dog was the year that I met Melody and she became my 

best friend. It was the year I had won a prize, discovered my talent, and got 

rich. It was the year I had found myself and decided I was going to make 

books when I grew up. The year of the Dog had been a great year. (134) 

2. Social External Identity 

Social-identification 

 “So when people ask me what I am, what am I supposed to tell them?” I 

once asked Mom. “You tell them that you’re American,” Mom told me firmly. 

But my friends didn’t call me Chinese, Taiwanese, or American. They called 

me Grace, my American name. (18-19) 
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 To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese People, I’m too American. 

So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and both,” Mom told me. “You 

don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re Chinese-American.” “Or 

Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so confusing.” “Good thing you’re 

so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I 

said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” (106) 

Social Assimilation 

 “To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese People, I’m too American. 

So which one am I supposed to be?” “(106) 

Social Interactions 

 “Chinese people give every year an animal sign,” I tried to explain to (Becky 

Williams). “You know how horoscopes use animals for some months? Well, 

for Chinese people it’s for every year.” (19) 

 We (Melody and I) both had a crush on him. He had brown-blond hair, the 

color of sand, and blue eyes like a rainy sky. He was the cutes boy in the 

whole school. (47) 

 The audience gave us a standing ovation! That meant we must have been 

really good. I bet I had been the best gift-giving Chinese munchin ever! (85) 

Social Perception  

 “So when people ask me what I am, what am I supposed to tell them?” I 

once asked Mom. “You tell them that you’re American,” Mom told me firmly. 
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But my friends didn’t call me Chinese, Taiwanese, or American. They called 

me Grace, my American name. (18-19) 

 When I told Ms. McCurdy that I wanted to make a book with a Chinese-

American person in it she was very excited. “That’s a wonderful idea,” she 

told me. “Why don’t you write about yourself? You’re a Chinese-American, 

and if you write your own experiences, you book is sure to be very unique. 

(73) 

 “. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese People, I’m too American. 

So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and both,” Mom told me. “You 

don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re Chinese-American.” “Or 

Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so confusing.” “Good thing you’re 

so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I 

said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” (106) 

Social Awareness 

 Me! But then everyone would see me! What if I handed Dorothy the gift and 

everyone in the audience whispered to each other, “A Chinese munchkin? 

There’s no such thing as a Chinese munchkin!” (77) 

Social Conflicts  

 But When I went to take my plate, the lunch lady stopped me. “Hey,” she 

said, “I just saw you. You already took a lunch. Everyone only gets one!” 

“No!” I said. “I didn’t This is my first time.” ….. The lunch lady gave me a 

lunch, but I could tell she didn’t believe us.  She kept shaking her head and 

looking at me suspiciously (21) 
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Social Influences 

 When I told Ms. McCurdy that I wanted to make a book with a Chinese-

American person in it she was very excited. “That’s a wonderful idea,” She 

told me. “Why don’t you write about yourself? You’re a Chinese-American, 

and if you write your own experiences, your book is sure to be very unique.” 

(73) 

3. Ethnic Identity: 

Ethnic-identifications 

 So when people ask me what I am, what am I supposed to tell them?” I 

once asked Mom. “You tell them that you’re American,” Mom told me firmly. 

But my friends didn’t call me Chinese, Taiwanese, or American. They called 

me Grace, my American name. (18-19) 

 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 

convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and 

both,” Mom told me. “You don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re 

Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so 

confusing.” “Good thing you’re so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from 
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getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” 

(106) 

Ethnic Assimilation 

 We (Melody and I) both couldn’t write in Chinese, but she could speak it and 

I couldn’t. (23) 

 Melody and I became best friends. Like two chopsticks, we were always 

together. She came over to my house or I went over to hers. (34) 

 One girl said something to me that I didn’t understand. I shook my head. “I 

can’t speak Chinese,” I said. “I wasn’t speaking Chinese,” the girl said to 

me, her eyebrows flying to her forehead,” I was speaking Taiwanese.” “I 

can’t speak Taiwanese either,” I said.  “You can’t speak Chinese or 

Taiwanese?!?” the girl said. “Why not?” I didn’t know what to say. Mom and 

Dad spoke to each other in Taiwanese and Chinese at home, but they 

always spoke to us in English. (23) 

 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 

convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and 

both,” Mom told me. “You don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re 

Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so 

confusing.” “Good thing you’re so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from 
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getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” 

(106) 

Ethnic Interactions 

 We found out that Melody and I had a lot of things that were almost the 

same. While I had an older sister and a younger sister, she had an older 

brother and a younger brother. …. We both couldn’t write in Chinese, but 

she could speak it and I couldn’t. (23) 

 Melody and I became best friends. Like two chopsticks, we were always 

together. She came over to my house or I went over to hers. (34) 

 All our relatives hugged and kissed us and asked, “Ja-ba, bei?” over and 

over again. That meant, “Have you eaten yet?” in Taiwanese. (40) 

 “Eh?” Grandma asked. Grandma and Grandpa didn’t speak English that 

well, so sometimes they didn’t know what we were talking about. (44) 

 Then Grandma blew a soft breeze on my neck to help the paint dry. “Leave 

and tiger will chase pig,” she told me. “Running will help neck.” What was 

she talking about? And what had she done? I went to the bathroom and 

stared. I had black marks, like leopard spots, painted on both sides of my 

neck. (46) 

Ethnic Perceptions 

 The Chinese girl looked at me as if I were a filthy cockroach crawling on her 

food, her fat face wrinkled in disgust. “I don’t know,” I mumbled. “I know 

why,” one girl said, her nose arching toward the ceiling. “It’s because you’ve 

been Americanized. My mother says she would never let me become 
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Americanized. She said that when you’re Americanized you don’t have any 

culture.” “You’re a Twinkie!” another girl said. “My brother said Chinese 

people who are Americanized are Twinkies. Yellow on the outside but white 

on the inside!”  The girls cackled and jabbered at each other in Chinese like 

mockingbirds. I felt like a helpless fish frying in oil, with a red-hot heat 

burning my face and stinging my eyes. I turned around so they wouldn’t see 

me cry(100-101) 

 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 

convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and 

both,” Mom told me. “You don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re 

Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so 

confusing.”  

 “Good thing you’re so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from getting 

mixed up.” “Yeah,” I said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” (106) 

Ethnic Awareness  

 If we had lived in Taiwan, we would be having a big dinner with all of our 

relatives-aunts, uncles, and cousins. (1) 

 Our kitchen was full of rich, heavy smells because Mom and Lissy were 

cooking the special Chinese New Year dinner. (1) 
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 I know every Chinese New Year is a different animal, but is something 

special supposed to happen because it’s the year of the dog? (2) 

 It’s very important that the New Year tray is filled with candy. If it’s full of 

sweet things, it means your year will be full of sweet things. (3) 

 Melody Ling and I both couldn’t write in Chinese, but she could speak it and 

I couldn’t. (23) 

 When you go to a Red Egg party, you have to bring red eggs. Red eggs 

symbolize good luck for a new baby. I guess the more red eggs Albert got, 

the more luck he’d have. I’d get sick of eating all those eggs though. (35) 

 Mom made us get all dressed up in our fancy Chinese clothes. My dress 

was dark parsley green; it felt smooth and cool like a polished jade status. 

Lissy’s dress was peacock blue, and Ki-Ki wore a pink dress with flowers 

embroidered on it. ………(38) 

 On the table there were brown stir-fried noodles; cooked duck shiny with oil; 

fresh lychees with their prickly pink skins; eggplant in brown sauce; shrimp 

with vegetables; snow-white rice; and puffy, white pork buns with flame-

colored meat. There was also a big bowl of yellow ginger and chicken soup. 

“Only women can eat that,” Uncle Leo told us. “It gives them energy so they 

can take care of babies.” (41) 

 Mom always cut our hair as part of the New Year tradition. We had to cut it 

the day before New year’s because it was bad luck to cut your hair on New 

Year’s Day. Mom had us sit on the high stool in the kitchen and put a big, 
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white plastic cloth around our necks. Then she would wear her red and 

green plaid raincoat, take out her scissors, and cut our hair.(128) 

Ethnic Conflicts 

 The Chinese girl looked at me as if I were a filthy cockroach crawling on her 

food, her fat face wrinkled in disgust. “I don’t know,” I mumbled. “I know 

why,” one girl said, her nose arching toward the ceiling. “It’s because you’ve 

been Americanized. My mother says she would never let me become 

Americanized. She said that when you’re Americanized you don’t have any 

culture.” “You’re a Twinkie!” another girl said. “My brother said Chinese 

people who are Americanized are Twinkies. Yellow on the outside but white 

on the inside!”  The girls cackled and jabbered at each other in Chinese like 

mockingbirds. I felt like a helpless fish frying in oil, with a red-hot heat 

burning my face and stinging my eyes. I turned around so they wouldn’t see 

me cry(100-101) 

 In my head I wanted to shout, “I never want to speak Chinese ever if it 

makes me mean like YOU!” But I didn’t say anything. (102) 

 When the class was over, I went back to our room and I threw myself on the 

bed. And then I cried and cried. I HATED, HATED, HATED those girls. They 

were so horrible.  (102) 

Ethnic Influences 

 Lissy and I couldn’t decide if it was better to have the tray be half empty with 

only Chinese candy or full with Chinese and American candy. . . . “This way 

is good,” he (the father) said. : We should have both Chinese and American 
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candy for the new year. It’s just like us-Chinese-American. I think it’s going 

to be a very sweet year!”(4) 

 “Because dogs are faithful. They say the year of the dog is the year for 

friends and family. But there’s more to it than that. The year of the dog is 

also for thinking. Since dogs are also honest and sincere, it’s a good year to 

find yourself.” Mom said (2) 

 “Everything we eat tonight has a special meaning,” Dad said (5) 

 “Actually,” Mom said, “Grandpa got rich by doing a job for free. Did I ever tell 

you the story about Grandpa’s first patient?” (7). . . .  But he shouldn’t have 

worried. Like the smell of roast pork, the news of Grandpa’s good work 

spread around the village. People were warmed by the fact that Grandpa 

cared more for their lives than their money. They stopped seeing their other 

doctors and came to him instead. Soon he had more patients than he could 

handle. (9) 

 “Traditionally,” Mom told us, “You are supposed to stay up as late as you 

can on Chinese New Year. The longer you stay awake, the longer your 

parents’ lives will be.” (11) 

 In Taiwan, school was different than it is here. School wasn’t just to teach 

you about reading and writing; it was supposed to teach you how to be a 

good citizen as well….(17) 

 “So when people ask me what I am, what am I supposed to tell them?” I 

once asked Mom. “You tell them that you’re American,” Mom told me firmly. 
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But my friends didn’t call me Chinese, Taiwanese, or American. They called 

me Grace, my American name. (18-19) 

 “On the bus ride home, I asked Lissy about it (the name). “Oh, those are our 

American names,” Lissy told me. “They call me Beatrice. Mom and Dad 

gave us American and Chinese names. I think the people at the hospital told 

them to when we were been born.” “Well, I want to be called Pacy,” I 

grumbled. “Don’t be stupid,” Lissy said. “Pacy is too weird for everyone. 

They won’t know how to say it. If I used Lissy they’d ask, ‘Is that LEE-SHE 

or LI-SEE?’ And then they’d ask, ‘Why do Chinese always have to have 

these weird names?’ Just let them call you Grace.” I still wasn’t convinced. 

“People won’t know which one is really me, though.” “Look,” Lissy said, “it’s 

like egg foo young. At home we call it foo yung don, but at the restaurants 

they call it egg foo young. So it’s easier for Americans to say. But it’s still the 

same egg pancake-you know what you’re eating when Mom gives it to you, 

don’t you? And you know what to order at the restaurant. It’s not that hard.” 

“So now,” I finished,” everyone at school calls me by my American name 

and everyone at home calls me by my Chinese name.” “Well,” Melody said, 

“I guess it’s kind of col. It’s like a nickname. But do you want me to call you 

Pacy or grace?” I thought a moment. “I call myself both names,” I said, “and 

we’re almost twins. So, you can call me both, too.” (29) 

 “Only women cat eat that (a big bowl of yellow ginger and chicken soup),” 

Uncle Leo told us. “It gives them energy so they can take care of babies.” 

(41) 
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 Mom explained to me that even though “Ja-ba, bei?” meant, “Have you 

eaten yet?” it was also a Taiwanese way of just saying, “How are you 

doing?” “It’s because food is so important to us,” Uncle Leo told me. 

“Everything is about food.” (42) 

 “She (Grandma) painted the Chinese symbol for tiger on one side of your 

neck and a pig on the other,” she(mother) told me. “The tiger should chase 

the pig and the running will massage your neck and make your neck feel 

better” (46) 

 “Yes,” said Dad, “like how you practice the violin. Everything takes time and 

effort.” “So, I have to practice making a book every day?” I asked. “That 

doesn’t make any sense.” “No,” Mom said,”but you’ll have to work on your 

book a little bit every day, if you want it to be good. Just like practicing an 

instrument.” (54) 

 “So, no matter what, I (mother) practiced the piano every day. Sometimes I 

practiced on a real piano; sometimes I practiced on the paper piano. It was 

a long time before we got a piano of our own, but when we did, I was able to 

plays o well that they invited me to play in the school orchestra. Later, I 

played solo at a big concert and when I was done everyone stood up and 

clapped. Grandma was so happy that she cried,” Mom finished. (59) 

 “But  it’s not the same with the play,” I said. “Isn’t it, though?” Mom asked. 

“You’re so worried about your part, you aren’t seeing that there is nothing to 

worry about.” “Maybe,” I said, but I did feel better (80) 
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 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 

convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and 

both,” Mom told me. “You don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re 

Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so 

confusing.” “Good thing you’re so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from 

getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” 

(106) 

American Values vs. Asian Values  

 Lissy and I couldn’t decide if it was better to have the tray be half empty with 

only Chinese candy or full with Chinese and American candy. . . . “This way 

is good,” he (the father) said. : We should have both Chinese and American 

candy for the new year. It’s just like us-Chinese-American. I think it’s going 

to be a very sweet year!”(4) 

 “On the bus ride home, I asked Lissy about it (the name). “Oh, those are our 

American names,” Lissy told me. “They call me Beatrice. Mom and Dad 

gave us American and Chinese names. I think the people at the hospital told 

them to when we were been born.” “Well, I want to be called Pacy,” I 

grumbled. “Don’t be stupid,” Lissy said. “Pacy is too weird for everyone. 

They won’t know how to say it. If I used Lissy they’d ask, ‘Is that LEE-SHE 
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or LI-SEE?’ And then they’d ask, ‘Why do Chinese always have to have 

these weird names?’ Just let them call you Grace.” I still wasn’t convinced. 

“People won’t know which one is really me, though.” “Look,” Lissy said, “it’s 

like egg foo young. At home we call it foo yung don, but at the restaurants 

they call it egg foo young. So it’s easier for Americans to say. But it’s still the 

same egg pancake-you know what you’re eating when Mom gives it to you, 

don’t you? And you know what to order at the restaurant. It’s not that hard.” 

“So now,” I finished,” everyone at school calls me by my American name 

and everyone at home calls me by my Chinese name.” “Well,” Melody said, 

“I guess it’s kind of col. It’s like a nickname. But do you want me to call you 

Pacy or grace?” I thought a moment. “I call myself both names,” I said, “and 

we’re almost twins. So, you can call me both, too.” (29) 

 “Do you think I could be Dorothy?” I asked Becky. Becky looked at me in 

shock. “You can’t be Dorothy,” she said. “Dorothy’s not Chinese.” Suddenly, 

the world went silent. Like a melting icicle, my dream of being Dorothy fell 

and shattered on the ground. I felt like a dirty puddle after the rain. All the 

girls continued singing, but I didn’t hear them. Becky was right. Dorothy 

wasn’t Chinese. I was So dumb. How could I have even thought about being 

Dorothy? I’d never get chosen. It was stupid to even try. (70) 

 “How come Chinese people are never important?” I asked melody. “What do 

you mean?” she said. “We’re important.” “No, we’re not,” I said. “You never 

see a Chinese person in the movies or in a ply or in a book. No one Chinese 

is important.” “There are Chinese movie stars,” Melody said, “and the 
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woman that does the news is Chinese.” “Not a lot, though, ” I said. “and  

there are none in books. Whenever we do a school play,” it’s always from 

books and none of the characters are Chinese. We did Cinderella, Peter 

Pan,  Alice in Wonderland-nobody n books is Chinese.” “There must be,” 

Melody said. “Just because the school hasn’t done a play about a Chinese 

person doesn’t mean there aren’t any.” “I doubt it,” I said. “I bet there aren’t 

any.” Melody and I went to the library and asked for a Chinese book. We 

looked at the book The Seven Chinese Brothers. “See,” Melody said, 

“Chinese people.” “Those aren’t real Chinese people, though,” I said. “Your 

brother doesn’t have a ponytail.” “It’s not supposed to be real,” Melody said. 

“Who can swallow the ocean like they do in the book?” “But I wanted a real 

Chinese person book,” I complained,” One with people like us-Chinese-

Americans.” “You’re just being picky,” Melody said. “Go write your own, 

then.”  “Okay,” I said, suddenly remembering the book contest. “I will.” (71-

72) 

 “But Just because they’re Chinese doesn’t mean they’re the same as me,” I 

said. “I don’t think they understand at all.” “that true,” Mom said. “but 

because they are Chinese they are more likely to understand. Look at you 

and Melody. Don’t you think she understands?” I nodded, but I wasn’t 

convinced. “It is not fair. To Americans, I’m too Chinese, and to Chinese 

People, I’m too American. So which one am I supposed to be?” “Neither and 

both,” Mom told me. “You don’t have to be more one than the other, you’re 

Chinese-American.” “Or Taiwanese-American,” I complained. “It’s so 
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confusing.” “Good thing you’re so smart,” Mom said. “You can keep it from 

getting mixed up.” “Yeah,” I said. “But everyone’s not as smart as I am.” 

(106) 

 Thanksgiving dinner at our house was always like that. We always had a lot 

of food covering the whole table. But it was full of glassy rice noodles, stir-

fried shrimp, crispy fried fish, meaty dumplings, tangy sweet and sour prok, 

thick egg drop soup, white rice, and a very small turkey. The turkey was 

never in the middle of the table, but always on the side, because Mon only 

made it because we said we had to have it. (123) 
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